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"With Malice
'ROY,

Volume XVIII
HAPPILY

AN ANSWER

None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right
Mora 'ounty. New Mexico. Saturday, January 22, 1S&1,

'
FATAL ACCIDENT
LIMIT
OFF IbiVlCE OF
SCHOOL EXECUTIVES Ronald Hobson Mect3 Horrible
Death. Becomes Entangled
Jn Shafting of Elevator
,
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17.
Backed by the pledges of both
One of the most horrible accipolitical parties and with the recommendation of Governor Me- dents that has occurred in Roy
chera in his message to the legis- for several years occurred Frilature, a bill will be introduced day evening at about 5.30 o'clock
elevathis week to remove the limita- at the Mesa
tion on service of the state super- tor,', when' Ronald Hobson, the
son of C. E. Hobson,
intendent of education, and also
county school superintendents, the Roy jeweler, was 'crashed
now limited to four years by the and pounded to death after takconstitution." The bill will sub- ing hold of a shaft which conmit an amendment to the people nects the engine room and the
permitting these elective school elevator machinery.
executives to remain in the pubAs near as we can get the
lic service as long as the people facts they are as follows : Little
them, It is ex- Ronald and a number of other
wish to
pected that legislative action on small boys were playing on the
the bill will be unanimous.
streets, and later went over to
Since statehood, New Mexico the elevator. Naturally, boyhas suffered serious losses án like, they became interested in
school executives of the most the shafting that leads from the
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Correspondent to Wagon
A quiet wedding was consumMound Has Pipe Dream
mated at the office of F. H. Foster, last Monday evening when
The following news item, tak-'e- n the Judge in his quiet and modfrom the Wagon Mound
est way, joined in the holy brads
last Saturday and of matrimony Vicíente Sand )val
. of
dated Roy, N. M., Jan. 15th, and and Porfilia Chavez. They will
signed DNM, will give our read- make their future home in Ioy.
ers some idea of what we may Both are old residents of the
expect from a "JUDAS", even Rock Springs neighborhood,
though you think him your southwest of town.

Roy

v

Pan-tagra-

,

friend.

"Roy, N. M., Jan. 15th.
"Again the ghost has been
dragged forth from the closet
and the old question of the crea:
tion of a new county from the
eastern part of Mora county and
parts of Colfax and Union counties is agitating the turbulent

John Mahoney of Canada arrived in Roy Monday and will
visit his cousin, J. H. Mahcney,
and family for a few weeks. Mr.
Mahoney was one of the early
homesteaders of the Mesa, and is
remembered by many of the
He sees many changes
political and would-b- e
political in the Mesa since he left, here
minds of the Tequesquite Mesa. several years ago.
Ever since Noahs Ark was a battleship, this question, hoary with the County seat was unnamed in
age, has been regularly resur- the bill and later decided by poprected as each Legislature con- ular vote of the people within
venes.' In the past,' Mills has the new boundaries, but if Moswanted a new county, with the quero insists on the new county
county seat at Mills ; Roy has al- seat, then Roy and her adherents
so felt the call. Both have tried will attempt to block the bill and
it,both have "bucked" the other, murder the idea in the cradle."
and both .have failed. The latThe correspondence was folest town to feel the ambition is lowed by an editorial note asking
Mosquero. From the gossip pass- us if. we had not better spend
ed around the stove one would our money for good roach and
guess that the Legislature has other things than the expenses
already passed a bill creating the of a new county.
new county. But Mosquero is
In answer to the editorial we
taking no chance with the as- will say that the idea of spending
pirants from the north, and we money for new roads and better
hear that eastern Mora county roads and other things "reads
will be permitted to secede and good", but we have been living
join the new combine, provided over here since 1905 or even
j 1. i tuoy anaJ 1 r
ivuns are goouj anu longer, and all the money (countmai.
create no "holler" of any kind, ing tax money) spent on our
shape or form.
roads and on "other things" in
Last Monday a representative this end of the county sure would
group of Royibusiivess men and look small in comparison vith
farmers gathered in the office the amount spent in the central
n
to part or western part of the counthe
, of
again dig up the old bone. A ty. It is true there has been
temporary organization was money spent for,a;Go.unty Road
formed with Fred Brown, chair- Superintendent or road' superman, Henry Krabbenschmidt, visor, and wé have paid our part
secretary and C. L. Justice treas- of this'1 without rnurmur, probof, the cost, but
urer. No definite resolutions ably
d
were adopted, nor were any def- until Mr. Sanchez was appointed
inite plans laid, but the meeting to oversee the roads we were
broke up'with the understanding practically unrecognized in this
that Roy people would throw in
Continued on page 5 col. 6
with Mosquero, provided that
old-timer-
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re-de- ct

competent kind who have been
moved to seek places in other
states because of the limitation
on service here. Both men and
women have refused to run for
county superintendent, because
there was no possible reward for
efficient service save dismissal
at the end of four years.
Another important educational measure is that establishing

as the salary basis for

S1.2C0

,

'

holders of first grade teaching
This fneasure also
certificates.
has the sanction of the governor
and the backing of both party
platforms, and is expected to
pass without much opposition
even from the most ardent advocates of economy. The experience of New Mexico up to this
time has been that adequate salaries for efficient teachers forms
good public school policy and
that it will pay to continue it.
The legislature may seek, to advance standards for first grade
certification of teachers, this
course having the strong endorsement of the New Mexico
educational association.
-

J. E. Busey of Sedan, one of
the owners of the J. E. Busey
Co., was attending to business
matters in. Roy the first
.of-th-

week.
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will start on our new warehouse
and store building, very soon and it will
not be long until we will be in position
We

to supply practically all your needs, in
'
the various lines.
Market advices report almost' daily,
.

wonderful reductions in, nearly

last

all lines.

Clothing is fully one half less than
season, and the same is true of,

ladies ready to wear lines, and cotton

goods.
CO

,.

,.

'Muslins, outings, hosiery, etc, are
getting well back: toward the pre-wprices. You are entitled to these reductions now being made in the wholesale ,
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our advice

new lines. at your,-!dwstore.
money
make big
by doing it.--- ;
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It is
came
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to Roy.,

best coal that ever
'.slack, no soot, no bone
The

'No

clinkers, very

little

ash.

are doing, the. flour business of
the Mesa, with our Solano and famous Swan
.

brands

.

Greeley potatoes, onions, cabbage,
at record prices.

canned goods,

THE MESA

Where you

get' the

and pay the1

mo3t

for what

least' fcr

you

engine room to "the elevator,
which is about 20 feet long. The
shafting is probably 18 inches
from the ground, and, they first
began riding the rod and later
taking hold of it as it whirled
around propelled by' the large
gasoline engine of the elevator.
Ronald was sitting astride the
rod, and took hold of it with his
wet mittens, and as the weather
was very cold they naturally
stuck to the shaft and began
wrapping the little f ellow around
it. Inasmuch as the shaft was so
close to the ground, it swung him
over and then dragged him under the shaft, time and again,
before the engine was forced to
stop by the wedging of the body
below the shaft.
Immediately after he became
preached by Rev. McMillen of residence.
fastened to the shafting, his the Solano
.Methodist church,
playments ran into' the elevator
Mrs. F. A. Roy arrived home
the music furnished by the
and
by
help,
but
the time Mr. male quartette who were assistfor
from
a several months visit with
Holmes and Mr. Marrs could
Misses her mother and other relatives at
Dodds,
by
Gerald
Mrs.
ed
,
en-reach the revolving shaft the
Hughes.
gine was being stopped by the Fanny and Ruth C.
Wednesday.
I.
Dodds had Frankfort Kan. last
Undertaker
wedging of the body under the
much
reports
her
mother
She
of the funeral arrangeshaft. He was immediately re- charge
on
and
health
body
improved
was
the
in
ments, and the little
leased from the shaft and taken
to rest late Monday after- road to recovery.
inttf the elevator, and Dr. Self laid
in the beautiful Roy cemeand , the boy's father notified. noon
Lost One bundle of dry
tery.
They arrived in a few minutes,
goods, including shoes, coveralls,
n
its
and
The
and the little fellow was carried
Finder please . return to
great number of readers extend etc
t
"deepest of sympathies to the be- Fl&ersheim 'Merc- - Co., and reeverything on "earth that sur. ceive ieward.
....
gery could do was done for him. reaved family.
It was found that his left leg was
broken above and below the knee
and the right leg broken above
'Battery, Ignition and Electrical Specialists'
the knee. The left arm was prac
tically crushed to pieces, as it
had wound around the shafting
and held the body as it swung
around the revolving rod. The
J. E. BUSEY CO,
THE SERVICE GARAGE
head was pounded and bruised
as it struck the ground, and the
Raymond Pendleton & Gerald Dodds
body had several bruises on, it.
The injured limbs and wounds
Overlands, De Laváis
were dressed by the doctors, and
Repairing, Rebuilding and
the lad regained consciousness,
Western Electric Light
Overhauling of Automobiles
but wa3 unable to withstand the
Plants
awful shock and injuries, and his
Tractirs and Engines.
little spirit passed on to its MakSilos
er at 2 o'clock Saturday morn
Quick Dependable Service
ing.
Auto Accessories and Tires
No one is blamed for this terWarranted work.
rible accident.
It was simply
Electric Aqpliances
ene of those horrible occurrences
that happen in the very best
equipped plants. The managers
of the elevator have been very
careful in not allowing children
to play around the elevator, and
On Service Corner
no one knew that any children
In The Town Of Roy.
were 'around it until one of the
lads came running into the elevator screaming for help. The
engine was running at a very
low speed when the accident
happened, and should it have
been running at. full speed the
little fellow would have fceen
literally torn to pieces.
Ronald Lee Hobson wa3 born
JU
in Fontanelle, Iowa, January 15,
1913, being the only son of C. E.
and Bradie Hobson, and departed this life January 15th, 1921,
aged 8 years, his death occurring on his eighth birthday. Little Ronald was a member of the
Baptist Sunday school of this
place", and a student in the Roy
He leaves to
public schools.
mourn his early death his
father, two sisters,
Fern Lucille of Sioux City, Iowa,
and Ha Irene of Murray, Iowa,
and his mother.
Little Ronald came to Roy the
latter part of July with his father, who opened a jewelry store
here, and during his short residence in our town had become a
favorite among the little f ellow3.
HÍ3 smiling face will be missed,
not only by his schoolmates and
(Watch this .space every week)
playmates, but by the business
men and residents of tke town,
who practically all knew
;
He was a favorite ,of
the editors of this paper, ancj
"A Profitable Place to Trade"
.
office
made his home in the
póst-offic-
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Save Your Cash Receipt

Tickets

grief-strick-

en

Starting Saturday we will give
50c in merchandise for CASH
RECEIPT TICKETS

Highest prices paid for Cream.
We test Cream at all hours.
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will

have been waiting patiently for
NUT. COAL for your, cook stove.

here . '
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is,
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STORE NEWS

TIVE.

by-th-

,

one-thir-

MESA

It will be impossible for us to
Governor Mechem on Monday
last appointed J. D. Medina express n words our appreciacounty road superintendent of tion for the kindness and symfine peoMora county. Mr. Medina suc- pathy shown us
ple
Roy
of
and
vicinity,
who
ceeds Mr. Bias Sanchez, who has
become deputy assessor.
Mr. were so kind to us during the
Medina's appointment will no death and burial of our beloved
doubt meet wiljh the approval of son, brother and nephew. We
the greater majority of the peo- who must bear this awful grief
want to thank you from the
ple of the county.
depth of our hearts for thesa
George Ray, who has been at- many acts of kindness, and hopo
that you may never
tending to 'business matters in and pray
to
have
endure
the grief that is
El Paso the, past several days,
want
We
to especially
ours.
returned home last Sunday.
thank those who gave floral offerings, Rev. McMillen, the Bapwhen the jewelry shop was locat- tist people, and Undertaker
ed in our office. He was always Dodds.
seen in the evenings with his faThe kindness shown by all will
ther, who watched and cared for do much to assuage the grief we
him with all the care possible, must bear.
and just how he came to be at
C. E. Hobson,
the elevator will never be known,
Fern Hobson,
for only a few minutes before
Ila Hobson,
the accident he was playing in
G. W. Hobson.
e
only a few
front of the
Mr. Karl Guthman and his fafeet away from the jewelry
store.
ther were pleasant visitors at the
n
office MonOut of respect to little Ronald
every business house in Roy, in- day. Karl and his wife returne ed from California a few days
cluding both banks and the
were closed during the ago, after spending several,
funeral Monday. The public weeks there visiting friends and
schools were also closed during relatives. On their way to Calithe day of the funeral. The lit- fornia they stopped at Bisbee,
tle white casket was loaded with Ariz., to spend a few days with
flowers and four pupils of the Ed and they report that Ed and
school acted as pallbearers. The his family are doing very nicely.
pupils of the public schools Karl Í3 going to spend the balmarched from the undertaking ance of his vacation with his farooms to the church and were ther on the farm, for a week or
seated in the large church near so, which Ve admit will be quite
the casket of their dead school- a help to his parents, at least
while Daddy Guthman is trying
mate.
was to complete his new
The funeral sermon

,

sell,

what you buy.
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ABLE TO
DO HER WORK
After Long Suffering Mrs. Siefert
Was Restored to Health by
Lydia L Ptakham's Vegetable
'
Compound

TftQ

I
iGj

"YES; HE'S GONE."
Synopsis Dissatisfied because of
the seemingly barren outlook ot
his position as a school teacher In a
Canadian- town, John Harris determines to leave it, take up land In
Manitoba and become a homesteader." Mary, the girl whom he
loves, declares she will accompany
him. They are married and set
out for the unknown country. They
select a homestead, build a home
and put In a crop. Returning from
selling his first crop, Harria finds
his wife almost Insane from loneliness and with .Immediate expectation of becoming a mother. A son
is born and they name him Allan.
The story now Jumps forward 25
years. Harris ts prosperous and all
for getting rich. Mary Is
and saddened over the change in
her husband. Allan' works on the
farm.
Beulah, the pretty daughter. Is rebellious at the shut-i- n
farm life. Jim Travers ia an unusual hired man and he is In love
with Beulah.

rmk-Iham-

1

4

Vegetable

i

(Compound adver
tised in tne newspapers and took it
and got all right. I

-

twenty

gained

L
Dounde or more and
am now able to do my work. I recommend the Vegetable Compound to my
friends and you may use these facts as a
testimonial.'' Mrs. Sallib Siefert,
SIS W. Fourth Street, Pottsville, Pa.
The everyday life of many housewives
is a continual struggle with weakness
and pain. There is nothing more wearing than the ceaseless round of household duties and they become doubly hard
when some female trouble makes every
bone and muscle ache, and nerves all on

toll-wo-

ff you are

one of these women do not
suffer for four or five years as Mrs.
Siefert did, but profit by her experience
and be restored to health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
KREMOLAr;-:,:-.-

Tftl BMIH
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CHAPTER

tAUTIFUL.

V

Continued.

dm ooenpMxiaa.

Their Use.
"Courtroom doors ought to be made
ou a liberal scale."
"Why so?"
"Because they are Intended to be
opt-i- i
to conviction.

grove's
is the Genuine
ancl Only

Laxative

BiOtt10 "ü&j
Quinine
tablets

6c careful to avoid lmltatloet.

sure its Bromo

"We'll hurry up the plowing, Dad,
and run west before the harvest Is on
us," Allan said as they rode home
through the darkness.
"We can file
our land and get back for the fall
work. Then we will go out for the
winter and commence our duties. The
only question Is, can they grow anything on that land out there?"
"That's what they used to ask when
we came to Manitoba," said his far
ther. "And there were years when I
doubted the answer myself.
Some
parts were froze out year after year,
and they're among the best In the country now, and never think of frost. The
same thlng'H' happen out there, and
we might os well be In the game."
To do him Justice, It was not altogether the desire for more wealth that
prompted Harris. It was the call of
new land; the call he had heard and
answered In the early eighties; the old
appetite that had lain dormant for a
quarter of a century, but was still In
his blood, waiting only a suggestion of
the open spaces, a whiff from dry
grass on the
plains, the
streaking afar
zigzag of a wagon-trai- l
Into the horizon, to set It tingling
again.
So this morning father and son were
especially anxious that not a moment
of their plowing weather should be
lost, and It was particularly aggravating when the hired man's long delay
resulted In a bubbling sputter followed
by a dry hiss from the Injector, warning the engineer that the water-tanAllan shot an anxious
was empty.
glance down the road to the coulee,,
but the water team was not In sight.
Seizing the whistle cord, he sent Its
peremptory summons Into the air.
Harris looked up from the plows, and
the two exchanged frowns of annoyance. But the water stood high In the
glass, and Allan did not reduce the
speed, although he cut the link action
another notch to get every ounce of
advantage from the expansion. But
the water went down, down In the
glass, and still there was no sign of a
further supply. Allan again cut the
air with his whistle, and at length,
Imprecation, he
with a muttered
slammed the throttle shut and jumped
from the engine.
"Keep a keen eye on your fire," said
Harris, "and I'll go down and see
what's wrong with him." So the farmer strode off across the plowed field.
The delay annoyed him, and he felt
unreasonably cross with Travers. As
he plodded on through the heavy soil
his temper did not Improve and he
was talking to himself by the time he
came upon Travers, giving his team
their wind at the top of the hill leading up from the creek.
"What kept you?" he demanded
when he came within a rod of the
wagon. "Here's the outfit shut down
waiting for water, and you "
"I'm sorry, Mr. Harris "
"That ain't what I askod you. Tou
can't make steam with sorrow. What
have you been foolin' about?"
"I haven't been fooling. As to what
delayed me well, you're delaying me
now. Better Jump on and ride up
with me."
"So you won't tell me, eh? You
think you can do what you like with
my team and my time, and It's none
of my business. We'll see whose business It Is."
Harris came threateningly toward
the wagon, but was met only by the
Imperturbable smile of his hired man.
He thrust his foot on a spoke of the
wheel and prepared to spring onto the
tank, but at that moment the horses
stirred and his foot slipped. Seeing
that the farmer was about to fall
Travers seized him by the collar of
his shirt, but In so doing he leaned
and lost his own balance, when the
weight of the falling man came upon
him, and the two tumbled onto the
grass In each other's arms.
Allan, having satisfied himself that
the engine would take no harm, had
followed his father, and came over
the crest of the ridge above the coulee
Just in time to see Jim apparently
strike his employer and the two struggling on the grass together. Id an Instant the young man's hot blood was
In bis head; he rushed forward, and
Just as Jim had risen to h!g kncea be

30c

16799
DIED

in New York City alone from

kid-

ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland's national remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed.
Gold Medal
Uek far tbe
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him?"

Harris sat back. It was his wife's
business to agree. For twenty years
and more she had been faithful In the
discharge of that duty. That she
should suggest an opinion out of har
mony with his Indicated a lack of discipline, not very serious, perhaps, but
a seed which, if permitted to flourish,
might develop to dangerous propor-

and Just as Jim
Had Risen to His Knees He Struck
Him a Stinging Blow In the Face.

He Rushed Forward,

ever has huppened?" they exclaimed.
"Has there been an accident? You're

hurt!"
But Jim smiled, and said: "No accident at all. I have merely decided
And he went
to go homesteading."
up the stairs to pack his belongings.
V

CHAPTER

VI.

Into the Night
Harris and Allan drove straight to
the engine, never looking back to see
what became of the hired man. On
the way the farmer explained to his
son what had taken place ; that words
had passed between them, but no
blows had been struck, until Allan
appeared on the scene.
"I can't make out what got Into
Jim, that he wouldn't answer a civil
question. Jim was a good man, too."
Perhaps the disturbing suggestion entered Harris mind that the question
had been none too civil, and he was
really beginning to feel that after all
Jim might be the aggrieved party.
But he crushed down such mental sedition promptly. "It don't matter how
good a man he was," he declared, "as
long as I pay the piper I'm goln' to
call the tune."
"It puts us up against It for a waterman, though," said Allan, thoughtfully.
"So It does," admitted Harris, who
up to that moment had not reflected
that his hasty action In dismissing
Travers would result In much more
delay than anything else that had occurred. "Well, we'll have to get someWe'll manage till noon,
body else.
and then you better ride over to
Grant's or Morrison's. They'll be able
to lend a man or one of the boys for
a day or two."
At noon Jim's chair was vacant, and
the family sat down to dinner amid a
depressing sltence. No mention was
made of the morning's Incident until
the meal was well advanced, when
Harris, feeling that he ought In some
way to Introduce the subject, said :

"Is Jim goner
"Yes. he's gone," blazed Beulah.
"Yon didn't expect he'd wait to kiss

did your
you good-b"One In the family Is enough for
that treatment" put In Allan, whose

in.

W

hide-and-se-

'

8

1

struck him a stinging blow In the face swollen chin and stiff neck stUl biased
that measured him again in the grass. him against Travers.
It was only for an Instant Travers
"He didn't either. And if he did
sprang to his feet, a red Une slowly It's none of your business, you bi-gstretching down his cheek as he did she looked her brother straight in the
so. Allan came upon him swinging a face, her swollen eyes telling their
tremendous blow at the jaw ; but Jim own story, and repeated deliberately,
guarded skilfully, and answered with "you big coward."
a smash from the shoulder straight on
Allan bit his lip.
the cin, which laid his adversary's
"Jim's quite a hero, all right Iff
six feet prostrate before him.
too bad he's gone."
Allan rose slowly, sober but deter"It's a good job he's gone," said
mined, and for a moment it looked as Harris. "By the way Beulah talks
though a battle royal were to be things have gone far enough. I don't
fought on the spot, both men strong, want mydaughter marrying a farmer."
lean, rigid, hard as Iron, and quick as
"Her grandmother's daughter did,"
steel; Allan angry, careless, furious; said Mrs. Harris.
"Yes, I know, but things are differ
Jim calm, confident, and stlU smiling.
But Harris rushed between them and ent now. I look for something better
seized his son by the arms.
for Beulah."
"Stop It, Allan; stop, I say. You
It was characteristic of Harris, as
mustn't fight. Jim didn't hit me I'll of thousands of others, that, although
say that for him. Now quit It As a farmer himself, he looked for "somefor you" (turning to Jim), "I'm sorry thing better" for his daughter. He
for this, but you have yourself to was resigned to Allan being a farmer;
blame. I'll give you one more chance
his intimate, daily relationship with
his son shrank from any possibility
to answer me what kept you?"
"I don't choose to answer," was of separation. But for his daughter
no. He had mapped out no career
Jim's reply, spoken in the most casual
tone. His eye was rapidly closing for her; she might marry a doctor,
where Allan's blow had fallen on it, lawyer, merchant, tradesman, even a
but his white teeth still glistened be- minister, but not a farmer. It Is a
peculiarity of the agriculturist that
hind a smile.
among all professions, he holds his
"AH right," said Harris. "You can
go to the house and tell Mrs. Harris own in the worst repute. In later
to pay you what Is coming." And the years has come a gradually broaden
farmer climbed onto the wagon and lng conception that farming, after all,
'
calls for brain s well as muscle, and
took the reins himself.
When Jim entered the kitchen he that the man who can wrestle a suc
was received with astonishment by cessful living from nature has as much
Mrs. Harris and Beulah. "Why, what-- right to hold up his head in the world
as the experimenter in medicine or
with
the lawyer playing
justice through the cracks in the crim
inal code. Herein is a germ of the
cityward migration: the farmer himself is looking for "something better"
for his children.
"Jim was a good man," persisted
his wife. "Don't you think you were
well, perhaps, a little hasty with

k

The genuine bears this signature

,,
Author ct "Tht Cow

funchtr," Etc

wind-swe-

The first and original Cold and
Grip tablet, the merit of which
is reccgnized by all civilized
nations.

Be

Homesteader
Copyright, All Rights Reserved

Pottsville. Pa. -- "I suffered with
female trouble for four or five years and
hi minimi mi i umii i was very irregular.
1 was not tit to do
my work at timea
and took medicine
from a doctor and
no benefit.
I
1
Sir 1 'got
I saw
'a
Lydia Jü.
I

ROBERT J. C.
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Where Resemblance Stops.
"That Miss Gabbleigh reminds me
of a church belf, only she hasn't the
sense of one."
"What do you mean?"
"Well, a church bell has an empty
head and a long tongue, but It Is discreet enough not to speak until it's
tolled." Boston Transcript.

TREE

OF

NOT

WOOD

Impression
an
Corrects
Which Has Long Been More or
Less Widely Held.

Scientist

Bark on trees and shrubs corresponds with the skin on animals. Btat
It Isn't wood, according to one scientist, and It Isn't formed as wood is
formed. It covers the wood, and it is
generally an easy matter' to separate
the bark from the wood. Hemp and
Jute and flax are all bark the outside
covering of certain vegetable growths.
Bark is composed of three layers of
tissue. The inside layer conducts food
to the plant, and under a magnifying
glass is seen to be made up of tiny
fibers. Then there Is the "green zone,"
as it Is called, and this also Is fibrous
and helps feed the plant. The outside layer Is cork, and Is really dead.
That Is, these cork cells develop and
die immediately, so one really sees
only a dead tree when?"he looks at the
bark. The cork of oftmmerce is the
bark of a certain kind of tropical tree,
but the outer layer of bark of all trees
Is technically known as cork, and the
little, cells going to make It up are
called cork;
'

Hall's Catarrh Medicina

Those wbo are in a "run down" condiwill notice that Catarrh bothers
them much more than when they are in
good health. This fact proves that while
Catarrh is a local disease, it is greatly
influenced by constitutional conditions.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is a
Tonic end Blood Purifier, and acts through
the blood upon the mucous surfaces of
the body, thus reducing the Inflammation
and restoring normal conditions.
All druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
tion
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Waiter's Assertion, Traveler
Was Convinced They Were In

Despite

the Wrong Room.

The late William Dean Howells was
very fond of traveling In Spain.
He
.:
once said on his return from
Anda-tusla-

especially the
"The Spaniards,
southern Spaniards, have enormous
families. Eight children Is the average, and families of 16 and 17 children are quiet common.
"But they don't know how to raise
They take babies of
these children.
three or four months traveling with
tions. ;
In every hotel and train there
"So you're goin' to take his part them.
too? It's a strange thing if I can't are sure to be as many babies as
handle my hired help without advice adults.
"I was ushered one evening by a
from the house."
Any Malaga waiter Into the lofty marble
Mary flushed at the remark.
and bronze restaurant of a sumptuous
open quarrel with her husband, espe
cially before the children for she hotel. The restaurant was crowded
still thought of the man and woman wtth babies.
"'This Is our dining hall, senor,'
to her left and right as "the children"
was more painful to her than ,any said the waiter complacently.
"I put my hands to my ears.
submission could have been. It would
"'Your dining hall?' I said. 'Don't
subbe so much easier to change the
ject, to follow the line of least resist- you mean your bawl room?"
ance, and forgot the incident as quickJust to Impress Him.
ly as possible. But of late the convicA Jew in Russia was ordered twenty
tion had been coming home to her
n
that some time, somewhere, she must strokes with the knout. The whipping-maalso
so
was
a
Jew,
was
the
other
unbidden,
make a stand. And, quite
a strange surge of defiance welled in able to "square" the affair for 20,000
her when her husband so frankly told roubles.
It was arranged that the one should
her to mind her own business.
merely crack his whip while
"I was under the Impression we screamed. This was done the other
nineteen
were managing this farm tocether, times
was
but
the
twentieth
stroke
you and I, John," she said, very calmgenuine.
ly, but with a strange ring In her
"Why did you do that?" cried the
voice. "When we came West I under- victim.
stood it was to build our home. I
"To let you realize what a bargain
didn't know It was just to be your you have got," the other said.

home."
The look of surprise with which
Harris greeted her words was absolutely genuine. A hot, stinging retort
sprang to his lips, but by a sudden
effort he suppressed It "We will talk
about that some other time, Mary," he
said. "If Jim had answered my question fairly, as he had a right to. Instead of beatln' around the bush, I
might 've let him off. But when I
wanted to know what kept him he
simply parried me, tnakln' a fool of
me and rubbln' it in with that infernal smile of his."
"So that's what started It!" exclaimed Beulah. "Well, I'll tell you
what kept him, if he wouldn't The
cattle got Into the oats through a
break In the fence, and I couldn't get
them out, and the dog went
over the prairie after a rabbit, and
Just as I was beginning to to condense over it Jim came up and saved
the situation. What If be did keep
your old engine waiting? There are
more Important things than plowing."
"Aha !" said Harris, knowingly.
"Well, I guess it's Just as well It happened as it did. Jim was gettln' altogether too good at runnin at your
heels."

BARK

-

The Combine.

Upton Sinclair said at a Pasadena

tea:

"In this matter of the high cost of
there is one thing which we
all have got to do. That is this : When
a dealer "
;
Here Mr. Sinclair "struck the tea
table a resounding whack with his

living

,

fist.

"When a dealer asks us an exorbitant price for an essential article

then"

The novelist's eye flashed, and he
squared his jaw resolutely.
"Then there Is nothing for us to
do but leave the rascal's shop and
buy the essential article from another
dealer on the same exorbitant terms."
No "Gowfer."

Lord Halg confesses that whatever
conceit he may have had regarding
his prowess on the golf links was
killed by the remark of a professional
at St. Andrews, who had watched him
play.
"Weel, sir," lie said, at the end of
one round, "It's a guld Job for us a
that ye're a better sodger than ye are
a gowfer."
A man Is foolish to borrow trouble
when there are so many people anxious to give It away.

Boil Ttour Postum
fflly fifteen minutes whenyouuse

Postum

Cereal

Then there results a drink, of de-

licious flavor which many prefer

to coffee.

Postum is more

eco- -'

nomical and healthful than coffee
1

Another form, Instant Postum,
is made by adding hot water to
ateaspoonful in the cup. The
drink may be made strong or
mild to suit individual taste

GROCERS EVERYWHERE SELL BOTH KINDS
MaJtyPostumCerealCaInc,Batt

"That's all the thanks he gets for
working late and early, like no other
hired man in the district All right.
You and Allan can milk the cows to-

night for I won't see?"

'Tou

see),

they're Ihrini

and we're existing."
'(TO BE CONTINUED.)
VThe Secret of Sueceee.
The creat secret of success in life
Is to be ready when opportunity
,

Disraeli.

,
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THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Denartment of tha Interior
V. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 27 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran.
cisco Martinez, of Albert, Union Co.,
xMew Mexico, who on October 23rd,

iv ii, made Homestead Application,
No. 014043. for VM, NE
and E

NWÜ Section 30, Township 18 N.,
Range 32 ., N. M. P.' Meridian, has
lued notice of intention to make Final Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at kit
omce at Koy, New Mexico, on ieb.
18, 1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Julian S. Trujillo, Leonor Martinez,
both of Albert, New Mexico, Paz Cor-ti- z
and Juan Del Valle, both of Mosquero, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE FOR

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
ü. S. Land Office at Clayton,
N. M.,
Dec. 15, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that
George S, Wortman, of Royf Mora
Co., New Mexico, who, on April 8,
1915, made Homestead Application,
No. 019594, for SWVi, Section 28,
Township 21 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on February 15,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 15, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Nieb-e-s
Esquibel, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on July 22, 1915, made
Addl. Homestead Application, No.
020521, for NWVi NEVi, NEVi
NWVi and SVi NWVi, Section 9,
Township 20 N., Range 25 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, h- -á filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
1921
Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 15, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. R. Holmes, J. H. Mitchell, B. R.
Adolfo Montoya, Santoa Blea,
Stewart. Hugh Mitchell, all of Rnv. Celedón Esquibel, Federico Esquibel,
New Mexico.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Register.

f

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

,

Dec. 15, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby given that Fila-delfMartinez, of Solano, Mora Co.,
Ner Mexico, who, on February 12,
1916, made Homestead Entry, No.
021653 for EVá NEVi, Sec. 31, and
SEVi, E
SWVi Section 30, Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on Feb. 17, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Andres G. Trujillo, Samuel Martinez, Nieves Madrid, O. E. Sanchez,
ail of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

io

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 27, 1920,
NOTICE is hereby given that Paz
R. De Herrera, of Kephart, Union
Co., New Mexico, who, on December
15th, 1917, made Homestead Applied'
tion, No. 023012, for NV6 SWVi Sec
tion 21, Township 23 N., Range 29
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 23, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elias D. Herrera, Arturo Lanfor,
Teófilo De Herrera, Gregorio Lanfor, all of Kephart, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
U, S. Land Office

ED

Public Land Sale
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
December 30, 1920.
"C" of
orders Sale.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
lieneral Land Office, under provi
sions of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to
the application of Fred S. Brown,
Koy, N. M., Serial No. 027317, we
will offer at public sale, to the high
est bidder, but at not less than ?2.U0
per acre, at 10.00 o'clock A. M., on
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
this office, the following tract, of
land:

mountainous or too rough for cultivation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
above-describe-

NOTICE

PUBLICATION-ISOLATE-

)ss

)
)

)

vs.
David F. Owen,

)
De- - )

Attachment

)
fendant.
Notice of Pendency of Action
To David F. Owen, Kephart, Union
Co., New Mexico. ,
YOU are hereby notified that you
have been sued by the above named
Plaintiff, in the above' named Court,
that your credits amounting to One
Dollars in the
Hundred Ninety-nin- e
hands of Jas. H. Ruth, have been attached, that unless you appear and
answer before the above named Court
on or before the 19th day of February, A. D. 1921, at the hour of 10
in the forenoon, judgment by
default will be rendered against you.
Done under my hand and seal this
11th day of January, A. D. 1921.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
Constable.
Pet. No. 22, Mora Co., N. M.

land:

SNW

Sec. 14, T. 20 N., R. 25
N. 51. P. M. "This tract is ordered into the market on a showing
that the greater portion thereof is
mountainous or too rousrh for culti-

E.,

vation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
lnnd are advised to
d
file thr" ' irv,, or objections, on or
before uj time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

To the readers of this paper
IF YOUR

New Mexico.

Dated, Mora, New Mexico, January 4, 1920.
COSME R. GARCIA,
(SEAL)
Clerk, District Court.

SUBSCJRIP

NOTICE OF CONTEST
Department of the Interior

U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Jan. 4, 1921.
C3599
To Elias Torres, of Trementina, N.
M., Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Elias
Sena, who gives Sábinosos, N. M., as
his
e
address, did, on Nov.
29, 1920, file in this office his duly

HAS EXPIRED

post-offic-

corroborated application to contest
and secure the cancellation of your
lomestead Entries Serial Nos. 020117
and 029201 made
and
forNVÍ SV4, EV4 NWVi and W
NEVI Section 35, Township 17 N.
Range 24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, and
as grounds for his contest he alleges
that "x x The entryman has wholly
abandoned above tract, has failed to
live upon or cultivate éither his original or additional entry; that those
defects exist now and for the last
four years and up to date hereof.
That at the time of submitting proof
entryman had failed to comply with
the law under which he ia sKtlrmv
title."
You are. therefore fnrUio nnti.
fied that the said allegations will be
taken as confessed, nnrl vnnr sniH ,
try will be cancelled without further
ngnc io De neard, either before this
office or on appeal, if you fail to file
in this office within turantv Aatra nf.
ter the FOURTH publication of this
notice, as snown below, your answer,
under oath, specifically responding to
these allegations nf pnrtt imik..
with due proof that you have served
a copy ot your answer on the said
contestant either in rrrmn nr hv re
gistered mail.
lou should state in vour answer
the name of the post office to which
you desire future notices to be sent
to you.
FRANCISCO DELGADO.

Mail us your check for $2.00
It will save us the trouble of sending you a

99

M

Dec. 17, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Wilson II. Heflin, of Roy, Mora Co..
New Mexico, who, on February 15th,
1918, made Homestead Application,:
SEV
No. 025766, for S
NEVi, NEVi
SWU Section 18; N
1, SecNWi, SEVi NEVi 19andN.,LotRange
27
tion 19, Township
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-

SE,

tice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 18,
k

1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
George Perry, C. W. Newman, A.
L. Newman, G. E. Weisdorfer, all of
Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
y
Register.

Date of first rmhlimfinn .Tnn iKtv,
Date of second publication, Jan. 22nd.
Date of third publication, Jan. 29th.
uaie oi iounn puoiication, f eb. 5th.

If you are not a regular reader of this valuable mesa paper,
drop us a card, and we will put your name on the mailing list
at once.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Dcnartmanf nf k I
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Use. 15, 1920.
NOTICE is herehv ciuen that- Filo
delfio Martinez, heir and for the heirs
of Marlita M. Martinez, deceased, of

A Rat Breeds 6 to 10 Times a
Year, Averaging Ten Young
to a Litter.
Remember this, act as soon as
you see the first rat. Get a pkg.

Solano. Mora Cn New Movi
on July 19, 1915, made Homestead
entry, ino, UZU49U, lor WVá NEV4,
NW
N
NWV Sec. 31,
S W 'A NWV4 Section 30,
wi
Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Procf.
to establish claim to the land abovg
described, before F H Fnat-oIt
Commissioner, at his office at Roy.
ew iuexico, on r eo. 17, 1921.

SE,
aw,

It's a sure rat
of
and mice destroyer. It's convenient, comes in cake form, no
mixing. Mummifies rat after
killing leaves no smell. Cats
or dogs won't touch it. Three
P.

sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.

GLASS SPARK PLUG CLEANER
to
-- Comparatively Eay Matter
Effective Device varoon
In Jig Time.

Make

ncmwu

.

) No. 2773.
Anastasia Cashmore, de- - ) '
' )
fendant.
The said defendant,
Anastasia
Cashmore, is hereby notified that a
suit for divorce has been commenced
against you in the District Court,
Fourth Judicial District, State of New
Mexico, sitting within and for the
County of Mora, by said Patricio
Cashmore, plaintiff therein, wherein
plaintiff prays that he be granted an
absolute divorce from said defendant
on the grounds of abandonment, and
for such other relief as to the Court
may seem meet and proper; that unless you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance in the above cause
on or before the 25th day of February, 1921, judgment by default and a
decree pro confesso therein will be
rendered against you.
Plaintiffs' attorney is Luis E.
postoffice address, Las Vegas,

above-describe-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

)

vs.

D

Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior
U S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
orders sale.
"C" of
December 30, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Fred S. Brown, Roy,
New Mexico, Serial No. 027341, we
will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less than $2.00
per acre, at 10.00 o'clock A. M., on
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
this office, the following tract of

Claimant names as witnesses:
m
Anrlrea (I TrniillA
n.j .w, .Qam.i .1. 11.
tinez, Nieves Madrid, O. E. Sanchez,
an oi ooiano, new Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN

U. S. Government

Warns

Farm-er- s

About Disease Caused

"THE PAPER THAT GIVES YOU THE NEWS"

by,

Rats.
They carry Bubonic plague,
fatal to human beings. They
carry foot and mouth disease
which is fatal to stock. Thev Vil!
chickens, eat train, cause de
struction of property. If yod
nave rats
P
will kill

mmnarfttlvely easy to make an
spark plug cleaner, as fola piece of glass tubing
Get
lows:.
hr Inches lone. In each eañ
place a cork and bore ench cork to
bushing of a spark
threaded
"
lUttu i
plug. Fill the lube with sand and
gasoline, Insert vm spans Vw o..u
.hot. th divle briskly. The sand
and gasoline will clean out the carbon
Tf t

effective

.u

ID

Plaintiff,

Plainttiff

TRACT

RAT-SNA-

;

County of Mora
J. R. Livingstone,

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF SUIT.
State of New Mexico, County of
Mora, In the District Court.
Patricio
Cashmore, )

WV2 SWYi Sec. 11, T. 20 N. R.
25 E., N. M. P. M. "This tract is ordered into the market on a showing
that the greater portion thereof is

ü.

Precinct No. 22, Mora Co., N. M.. Be.
for F. H. Foster, J. P. Thereof.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )

ck

PUBLICATION-ISOLAT-

TRACT

NOTICE FOR

IN THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
COURT

KAT-SNA-

them Ieave3 no smell
Comes
in cakes, ready for use. Three
sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.
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matter at the

AS WE SEE IT

have changed the name of
our community since last writing
dut do not let this cause you to
Thera is at least one time
when a Roy man agrees with his
overlook our column.
wife, and that's when she tells
Chas. Depew is on the sick him he s the best fellow on earth
list this week.
A man usually starts out pay
a girl a little attention and
ing
We are all very thankful for the next thing
he knows he is
the much needed snow which we paying her bills.
received last week and we are
Still another thing we don't
hoping for more soon.
find many people worrying about
is where Burleson is going to get
Mr. and Mrs. B.G.Grunig spent
a job alter March 4.
it
Monoay atill
tne wenaiana
home
There are a lot of good things
helping butcher.
in this old world but nothing has
yet been found to beat the Roy
Miss Clara Wéndland is on
wife who is both a companion
the sick list this week .
and a cook.
It is probably a good thing
Mrs.'Emil Welsdorfer is no
for the fellow who can "drink
better this writing than last.
or let it alone" that dynamite
Mr.andJ.Mrs. Waldo Morris doesn t come in liquid form.
and a few other Rock Spring fr
They are having riots in Kenevtnirg tucky because tobacco prices are
iends spenta plma
at the Jchn Welsdorfer home too low, but we haven't heard of
any around the cigar stores for
Sundayevening.
the same reason.
R.C.Grunig and family also
The Roy man who told about
Chas. Depew!'and family spent catching the big fish last summer will soon be around telling
Sunday?at B.G.Grunings.
about the first robin.
An eastern scientist says Anv
F.G.Campbell called on the S.
becoming, round'
A. and made thejdate on his pa ericans are
shouldered. Probably from car
per readlSept. lst!lS21.
rying around such a heavy tax
We

'

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico,

OTHER PEOPLE'S BUSINESS
Taking exceptions to the way other people run their business
is a favorite pastime of the American people, and quite a few of
that kind of Americans make their home in and around Roy. Not
that this community is different from any other, for it isn't in this
respect. But just as charity should begin at home, so should the
work of eliminating criticism of others start at home.
It seems to be human nature for a fellow to think he could
run another fellow's business better than it is being run. Take for
example the newspaper. You wouldn't run the paper the way we
do, would you? Of course not. Possibly you could do a lot better,
but this much we know you would not run it the way you think
you would. No man ever ran a newspaper, or any other business,
just exactly as he woiild like to do. There is a desire on the part
of every editor to please everybody but he soon learns it can't be
done. He starts in determined to print every item of news that
comes up, and pretty soon learns that he can save a lot of sorrow
and unhappiness by leaving out some few items that occasionally
come up. Again, there are times when he must publish a story,
even though it hurts some of his best friends. If a certain item
does appear it makes some people mad, and if it is left out others
are mad because it wasn't printed. So the newspaper is criticized
either way it turns, despite the fact that the editor would like to
please everybody. The same is true of the conduct of every other
business. You might run it differently from the other fellow, but
you wouldn't even then run it to suit yourself, and we doubt if
you'd run it any better. Try to remember that before offering criticism of tho other fellow's business, for it will help the business in
which you happen to be engaged.

1

m

"

Make our office your meeting place when transacting
business with your friends.
You will find at our lobby

1

r--

t

tables your requirements
when you have letters to
write.
We are here to serve you
and wish our bank to be useful to you in every way possible.

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

burden.

J. B.Duvall of Mosquero was
Nowadays a wedding couple
a business visitor in Roy last welcomes the old shoes that are
BETTER TALK IT OVER
Wednesday. Mr Duvall is one of thrown at them if the shoes
Mosquero'
sprominent farmers. are of the right size.
Tobacco growers of Kentucky are up in arms just now over
the low price of tobacco, and farmers throughout the entire west
When a widow tells a Roy man
are at a loss to solve the problem of rapidly declining prices for Alberto Branchjand wife are that she has never been kissed
hogs and corn. What to plant and how much of it to plant has visiting friendslin Newkirk this well, you know about what he
now become, the great, absorbing question with the producers of week. Alberto has resigned his calls her.
necessities in this country.
position with Floersheim Mer.
We see where a Detroit butchSo right here we would offer a suggestion. Every town the
size of Roy boasts either a school house or a public hall of some Co. and accepted a similar one er has gone into bankruptcy. He
must have given away a piece of
kind. Why not utilize them right now, during the winter months, with RoyiTrading Co.
liver with a purchase.
for holding mass meetings to' talk over the situation. Community
meetings, and that is what they truly are, are being held already in
Mr. Hardy father of Mrs. BraForty-fiv- e
new coal companies
many sections. Why not make them nation-wid- e
in their scope, shears left for California Tues have been organized in West
and pass along the word to the' next town what has been done by day
where he will spend a few Virginia in three months and
the citizens of another. Bring in our citizens from the rural comyet some fellows are content to
months.
agrimunities and hear their side of the question. Ask the state
go right ahead in the banking
cultural board to send someone here for a talk who knows what
business.
Wellingt
Mr.
W.
Bowen
of
J.
conditions are in every county in the State, and who can tell the
people what others are doing to solve the problem. There must be on Tex. soninlaw of L W. Wils
Where is the Roy man who can
cooperation, and all must be pulling in the same direction if any ons, is back to Gods country aga say he never got in a hurry but
good is to be accomplished. And the community mass meeting in ;he brought his family with h- - what a shoestring broke or his
offers an ideal way to secure this. The idea is not new it is in
looking for a pla coat got caught in the door?
practice now and wherever community meetings are held and held im and is now
Our idea of a highbrow is the
ce to live in;he states that he wi
often, conditions are nearer what they should be.
fellow
who pronounces pumpkin
ll
make
this his future home.
Let's have jnore community meetings one every week in
and hiccoughs the way they are
every schoolhouse in the county, if possible. For even where but
two or three put their shoulders to the wheel the entire neighborRead as we see it, they are spelled.
very interesting.
,
hood is bound to feel some benefit.
,
There-i- s
one auto.to .every six
...
ir
j
trv.r
teen' people h thé United States.
iiiaiinej?.ns aDoui six rwers 10
every ten dodgers.
Everybody criticizes the Roy
citizen who spends his money
freely, but everybody is willing
to get busy and help him spend
, ,

AT YOUR SERVICE

'

fe'

OUR SPRING SAMPLES OF

it.

Ed. V. Price & Co.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Having again taken over
the City Tailor Shop, I am
now ready to do your cleaning and pressing. I am also
ready to order you that new

Suits have arrived

will suprise you. Remember

Place your order now,

The special meetings still continue at Mosquero; On account
of this, Rev. E. W. McMillen recalls his appointment for Sunday, January 23rd, at Liberty
and Solano.

spring suit at prices that

all my work is GUARANT-EED- .
The City Tailor
Dock McCargo,Propr.
ANNOUNCEMENT

e
player
For Sale 1
piano, two years out of factory ;
17 shoats, 3 months old, good
grade; 1 registered Duroc Jersey boar, 18 months old. I will
take red and white face heifers
for part pay. Virginia McClure.
West View ranch, 1 mile NW
Mills.
high-grad-

Get your Suit for Easter.

The prices are right, and the quality is maintained as has air
ways been their policy.

Floersheim Merc; Co.
All Grafonola coupons must be brought to the
store on Saturday January 29th, 1921.

R. E. Alldredge and his wife
returned Sunday, after spending
a week or so in Denver and
Springer, where they were attending to business matters connected with the company.
L.A.Wilson was a business visitor in Roy Wednesday while
here he assisted Mr. Bowen in
finding a place . to live in as
much as it a scarce artical in
Roy still all you have to do is to
keep 'your eyes open and you are
bound to find a home.
Mr. T. A. Turner, one of Mills'
enterprising merchants,, was a
business visitor in Roy Saturday
and Sunday. (Car trouble was
the cause.)

CHAIN OF FLOUR MILLS
Rep. J. W. Beck returned
PLANNED IN NEW MEXICO home from Santa Fe last Saturday for a few days' visit with
Albuquerque to Be Headquarters
home
The Legislature
folks.
With a Blending Plant
adjourned until Tuesday noon,
Planning a chain of possibly and Joe thought he might just as
fifteen flour mills throughout well come home as to stay in
the wheat raising districts of Santa Fe during the vacation.
New Mexico and a blending
plant at Albuquercuéí for the
production of a special pastry
filour, the Commonwealth company, which ; was incorporated
last week, is opening headquar
ters in this city.
J. M. Mattmgly, vice president
of the company and general manSEE
ager, announced today that work
will be begun at once to sell stock
in the company and to build
mills at the towns which the
company has in mind. The plan
of the company is to put up half
the stock themselves if the other
half can be subscribed in the
town. Raton, Roy, Clovis, Des
Moines, Clayton,
Tucumcári,
Carlsbad, Melrose, Texico, Car- rizozo, Loving, Magdalena and
Fort Sumner are the proposed
locations for the mills. '
Blending Plant Here.
The surplus flour from each
of the branch mills will be ship
ped to Albuquerque, where it
will be rebolted; blended and re- At
bleached into a high grade pastry flour which will be known by
the Navajo brand. The company
plans the erection of a large
blending plant in this city.
ROY
The result pf the establish
THEATRE
ment of this chain of mills will
do much to increase the wheat
production of the state, accord
ing to Mr. Mattmgly. New Mexico1 now grows only twenty-fiv-e
Friday
per cent of the wheat that should
and
be produced here, he said. The
Saturday
reason for this is because the
farmers have been told by buyers that their wheat is not of
good grade and have been under
paid for it. By grinding the
wheat, which is really of excel21st
lent quality, where it is raised,
instead of selling it at a low price
for shipment, the farmers will
be paid Kansas City prices for
the New Mexico product.
$300,000 Corporation
Saturday
The Commonwealth, company
is incorporated for $300,000.
night
The incorporators are Judge R.
P. Barnes of this city J. M.
Everybody
J. S. Scott and G. T. Hale.
Welcome
The present headquarters of the
company are in the offices of
Judge Barnes m the Stern block.
Mr. Mattmgly is the represen
tative of --the
Milling company of Owenboro,
Ky., m California. New Mexico,
Arizona, Texas and Colorado.

"ONCE
TO

EVERY

WOMAN"

January'

and 22nd.

DANCE

Mat-tingl-

Anglo-Americ-

y,

an

E. B; Branch went to Tucum
cari last Friday and took the ex
amination for railway mail
clerk. His long experience in
made the ex
the Roy
amination seem easy for him,
and he expects an early appoint
ment into the service.
post-offi-

ce

X3SSEI

Col. R.

--

Dunlop,
AUCTIONEER
LIVESTOCK AND
FARM SALES A
A SPECIALTY

Mr. George Hobson of Bould

er, Colo., attended the funeral
of his nephew, Ronald Hobson,
at this place last Monday. His
brother, C. E. Hobson, returned
home with him and will visit in
Boulder for a few days before
returning to Roy.

J.

.

For Dates call At The
Spanish-America-

h

n

office

Can furnish Clerk

'

;

THt

County Seat
- News
Items of Interest
From our Mora
Correspondent
(Irwin

OgdeaSr Correspondent)

PANtSH-AMCRICA-

NOTICE

BRADLEY.

To Whom

It May

Concern,

Sunday "school and church
were well attended and a good
it nay concern, that F. H.
sermon was rendered by Rev. Foster., t.'.c undersigned, was on
McMillen.
the 14th day o: January, A. D.
1921, appointed administrator of
Clarence Driskill, who has the State of
Add Harrison, debeen seriously ill for the past
and all persons haviag
based,
week, is improving and able to ttemsragainst said estate of Add
be out again. We are all glad to
Harrison, deceased, will present
see him out and around again, the same within
the time preeven if it doesn't look like him.
scribed by law. Any person owMiss Fern Depew was a guest ing said estate, will make imme-iat- 'j
payment.
at the H. B. Smith home over
F. H. FOSTER,
Saturday and Sunday.
Administrator of Add Harrison.
Tell Bradley motored up to
Box 87, Roy, N. M.
Springer and will be gone for &
m

The Mora,news will necessarily .he brief .this week, due to the
fact that the correspondent is
now fat Roy and not, cm .the
ground with; his news ear for few daa
Mora doings.
Mrs. T. J. Heinman spent
Monday
with the Bradley fam-- j
The epidemic of diptheria
Tony was looking afilies
while
which has been raging in several ter
election
in his section f
the
schools in the west end is .abatconntry..
the
ing in places and breakingout in
others. rTheii?esult. has been, de
A few of the Bradley people
plorable, and about fifty young were St the Solano literary, but
lives nave Deen the toll claimed not so many as there usually are
by the .dread pestilence. Jf the on account of bad weather.
lesson had been learned by the
T.J. Heinman was elected jus-- ,
bereft families" that '.would
tice
ofthe peace, and Ralph Haz--'
prompt the .adoption ,of the
known.means.of preventing such en was elected constable. Nowi
a .sacrifice. of the innocent in fu look out. We have selected two
ture, it would not be so regret of the best men for these offices,'
table, .hut it. seems the same neS' and we know they are capable of
tilence will recur with no lessons carrying out their duties, and es- ,
learned from this. Still, the pecially T. J. He is ready to per-form a wedding any time. Goto
cause is not:hopsless.
him young folks, don't bother
The .movement for consolidat about 'going to Clayton or elseed and graded schools is growing where' Í be married.
rapidlyi Petitions are in forlhe
and,
Hazen
Grandmother
consolidation of District 55 with
Bradley
visited
Grandmother
the Solano district,, and four dis
Mrs. Don Bradley over
tricts in !the vicinity of Levi. are with
night and Wednesday,!
circulating petitions for eonsoli- - Tuesday
helped care for her youngand
datien.
est baby .who was very ill, haying
In the wrest .end the demand convulsions from teething. The
now.
for consolidation, is being insid- baby 13
iously iipptsed by.some who ob
Mrs. R. B. Smith spent "her
ject la paying the .taxes for betbirthday
Sunday with her
ter srhool .buildings and better daughter, where
a fine surprise
schools by Ihe misinformation
arranged
was
for her and
dinner
that it will increase .taxes to the a few guests were invited.
All
small property holder. The fact
report a fine time and dinner.
issuing
of
bonds for
that the
school purposes is merely mork
Sunday morning about 5 o'paging the future of She school clock we hsard the dogs bark
children to secure for them an ing, and someone looked out the
education that will enable them window and jsaw W. R. Bradley
to pay off the mortgage with in- going home from Ralph Hazen's
terest and still have .more capital where he had spent the Saturday
to go on than they can ewr hope evening. We knew W. R. a.vl
for with the present system of Ralph were fond of playin.g
education, is not made ctear to checkers, but did not know they
the people. When it is thejs will would lose that much sleep. W
be a landslide in favor of graded K. got home m time to enjoy
.rural schools.
breakfast, and Mrs. Hazen did
not. have to get breakfast, for
ihere are some (districts m Ralph j ust stayed up and cooked
31 ora county with three teaeh
'
;
it himself.
ters, all of whom are teaching
grades from primary to seventh
Mrs. Dave Livingston and F.
sjxd eighth.
M. Hughes vere visitors at BradWe are told
the State Tax ley's Friday.
....
'
v;
.., i
A, teacher's meeting will be
Commission objects to the statement last week by your corres- held at the Mrs., R. B. Smith
pondent in regard to the inex home this week. ;( All come. .
cusable and distressing condi
Mrs. Oscar Asparen, who has
tions aused by the delay in preparing the tax rolls for the treas been so ill for the past few
urer. We should be glad to have months and hardly able to get
a statement from some member around, was out to Sunday
of the Commission showing school. We are sorry to know
wherein the charge is unfair or that she is in such bad health, as
untrue, and an excuse, if it is ex we all need her badly at S. S.
cusable for mussing up things as and charch. We were all elad
her out, but sorry to seel
has been done. Explain the un- ito see
1,
i
i:
BU UaU BUU ICVllUg
IlCi
ilUJUIlg
fair valuations of grazing lands
v.xrse.
and the demand for "every acre
of farm land to be listed", and
Mrs. Arthur Hazen's girls are
why the concessions were all in much better, after quite a spell
the case3 of prominent politi- of sickness.
hi-tte-

r

'

--

Póst-Oífi-

ce

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
U.:S.-LnOffice at Clayton, N.' M,
Jan. 12, 1921.
"NOTICE is hereby given that Fran-jcise- o
Garcia, of Mosquero, N.
on "Dec. 3, 1920, made Homestead
Entry, No. 025562. for SW4 NEí4,
S&.NWtt and NW NW of Section 34, Township 18 N., Kangc 29
3E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice cof intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before A. A.!
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his of- -,
fice' in Mosquero, N. M., on Feb. 21,i
Claimant names as witnesses:

Julian

Jo33 Garcia y Chavez,

Gar-

f

INOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION-ISOLA-

TED

TRACT
Public Land Sale
Department of the Interior.
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
'ÍC" of
Orders Sale.

January

6, 1921.

NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provi-siuof Sec. 2455, R. EL, pursuant to
the application of Eliza Bell Kilmur-rRoy, N. M., Serial No. 027470, vre
will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less that $2.00
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. TA.., on the
12th day of April, 1921, next, at this
office, the following tract 'of land:
S .SWA Sec. 26, T. 18 N., R. 26 E.,
ns

y,

N. M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept rapen, but
will be declared closed when those

preseiit at the hour named have ceased bidding.
The person making the
highest bid will be reouired to imme- diately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before tice time designated fur sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Eegister.
above-describ-

.

,

IN THE PROBATE COURT
State of New Mexico ) -

County

c' Kcra

)s:.

--

vj

cians.

Mrs. G. W. Hazen, our super

It would be of interest to know intendent, is feeling so much betby what mental process certain ter after quite a while in Dr.

property in the town of Mora
pays taxes of less than $20,
while other property of equal
value and earning capacity pays
nearly a hundred dollars. But
maybe this is "insolence" also
Social affairs are of more
than ordinary interest in Mora
this week. The young people are
taking advantage of the opportunity offered by the enterprising young men of the .town to
make merry and get the most out
of youth and beauty ,
marriage licenses
Several
were issued this week but the interested parties choose to remain
in the background until the sequel to their several romances is
reached. One party is at great
pains to insist that his was merely a "business license".
The talk of dividing the county and cutting off the east end is
not seriously considered over
here. That kind of talk is not
unfamiliar,-anit has never yet
brought results, so why worry?
,

d

The Ogdens have arranged 'or
the old Casados homestead a? a
home during their stay in 37c a,
and possibly their permanent
'home. It is a quaint old building, erected more than sixty
years ago, and has many to
them attractive features. Mr.

Plumlee's care. She is able to
attend Sunday school and church
regularly now.

hotice

To All Administrators, Exi:u'.ors and

Guardians:
Notice is hereby by order of the
Probate Court of Mora County and
State of New Mexico, that U
Executors and Guardians under the jurisdiction of this
court, file with the clerk of this court
a report as such Executors, Administrators and Guardians, not later than
the 7th day of March, A. D. 1921.
Done at Mora, New Mexico, January, A. D. 1921.
CHARLES L. FRAKER, JR.,
Attest:
Probate Judge.
COSME R. GARCIA,
Clerk of the Probate 'Court.
By LUIS PACHECO, Deputy. (Seal.)
Noticia

Next week we want to introduce some really notable people
who claim Mora as their home,
and try to present some of our
natural attractions and resources that are not known to outsiders and not appreciated by
Ogden went to Roy Sunday and many of the denizens of tiis
returned Thursday with a new
--

one-thir-

bajo la juridiccion de stoa corte, pro- the new county proposition, and
tocolen con el Escribano de esta Corte
absoluteun reporte como taües Administrador- what they desired, but
es, Ejecutores o Guardianes, antes del ly refused to give us any light
on the matter whatsoever
dia 7 de Marzo, A, D. 1921.
Por orden de la corte dada en
We wish to advise Mr. DNM.,
Mora, Nuevo Mexico, el dia 3 de as well as1 the Pantagraph read
D.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1921.
Enero, A.
ers,, that, we have dragged no
Department of the Interior
CHARLES L. FRAKER,
U. S. Land. Of fice at Clayton, N. M., Attestiguo:
Juez de Pruebas. ghost from the cellar, nor are
COSME R. GARCIA,
(SEAL) we trying to do anything other
Jan. 12, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that Gab-xiEscribano de la Corte de Pruebas than our sister town would do
Torrez, of Sabinoso, N. M., who, Por LUIS PACHECO, Diputado.
under the circumstances. We
on Feb., 1916, made Homestead Enfeel
that the business men of
try, No. 021650, for
SW
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Roy, Mills, Mosquero or any othSec. 10, E
NE
Section 15, TownISOLATED TRACT
ship 17 North, Range 25 East, New
er town have the privilege of
Public Land Sale.
"Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed notice
Department of the Interior.
calling a meeting and talking
to
year
intention
make three
of
Proof U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M..
matters of
over
interest
to establish claim to the land above
' December 30, 1920. without having tomutual
given
such
be
'described, before Anselmo Gonzalez, "C of
Sale.
Authorizes
U. S. Commissioner, at Ventanos, N.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as a scathing by what we might
M., on Mar. 4, 1921.
directed by the Commissioner of the term an outsider, and one whom
Claimant names as witnesses:
General Land office, under proviJose M. Torrez, of Maes, N. M., sions of Sec, 2455, R, S., pursuant to we all thought was our friend.
It is true the new county ques
Eugenio Gallegos, .Hilario Lujan and the application of Rudolph C. Grunig,
.Manuel Lujan, all of Sabinoso, N. M. Roy, New Mexico, Serial No. 027258, tion was thoroughly gone over
PAZ VALVERDE,
we will offer at public sale, to the at the meeting, and the full reRegister. highest bidder, but at not less than port of
their doing recorded in
$1.50 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., the Spanish-America- n
of date of
on the 15th day of March, 1921 next,
January 15th, a copy of which
at
this
following
the
office,
of
tract
B. F. Brown and wife of MosS
NEU, NE NEU, Sec. 8, was sent to said Pantagraph
quero, who have been visiting land:
T. 18 N., E. 26 E., N. M. P. M. "This Correspondent as well as the
relatives and friends in Kansas tract is ordered into the market on a Pantagraph.
and Oklahoma the past several showing that the greater portion
Yes, Roy, m fact the wnoia
weeks and combining business thereof is mountainous or too rough whole Mesa, has had several new
for
cultivation."
with pleasure, returned home
The sale will not be kept open, but County bills in the last 10 or 12
last Saturday.
will be declared closed when those years, but by the vay it strikes
present at the hour named have ceas:r.o
Mo"red bidding. The person making the U3 that Warion -c is to. be blamlikewise, and
highest
will
bid
be
immerequired
to
Mrs. E. J. Floerdiehn is visit- diately pay to
the ed then let'.? i.r.rne ?:oth ar.d not
ing friends and relatives in 17a-"-n amount thereof. the Receiver
give al' II. e e:vdit to one. We no
TrTound this week. Her mo-- t:
Any persons claiming rivcry'the dr.-1-- ';
.ve a right, and far rr.ore
land rr u'.viied to
er, llrs. C. T. Matthews, who
to
csk for a new Cr.inty
i':&r.t
file their claims, or objeí ior.i. on ox
has hiten visiting here the past before
i!:an Wtgoi: Mcxd. Wo travel
the time designated lor sala.
few weeks, returned home with
PAZ VALVERDE,
150 miles to the Cour.ty Seat,
her.
Register. and Wagon Mound about one-ha- lf
,
above-describ-

ed

SE,E

-

t

above-describ-

ed

;

mm GOAL!

COAL!

We are now selling the Sugarite coal as folloms;

as far. Even if Wagon
Mofmd was made a County Seat,
ancT we were placed in the new
county, we would then have to go
as far to the County seat as Wagon Mound does now, or at least
until the read is built to the Red
River bridge and on to Wagon
Mound.
As for the nw County already being created, and the balance of his wonderful pipe
dream, there is little to say, as
the whole matter was thoroughly explained in last week's paper.
It is true that we asked should a
new County be created that the
vote be left to the people of the
proposed County as to the location of the County seat. This is

nothing mere than right, for

1

Domino nut, at car $9.50 per ton
Domino nut at bin $10.50
19

Domino grate, car 310.00
Domino grate, bin $11.00

99

99

Ford truck and a load of house
hold goods and his friend, Jim
Prichard, who will help repair
the house and size up the town
with a view to getting busy in
some enterprise which his trades
of carpenter and concrete man
fit him for.

welcome? It did not. The work
would be done too soon.

end cf the County.
probably spent four weeks of the
52 in this part (about
d
of the county) . We are not criticising Mr. Sanchez, for his
work here was well done, and
he no doubt did all that the
finances allowed to this end
would meet.
Now a few lines about our Roy
correspondent, Mr. DNM: Yes,
we must agree the said reporter
was at the meeting in Roy, and
absolutely refused to take any
part m the meeting or make any
comments whatsoever regarding
the County 'as he felt, so he said,
that he had no right to say anything regarding the matter and

A Todos Administradores, Ejecutores
o Guardianes:
Noticia es por esta dada por orden
de la Corte de Pruebas del Condado wa3 entirely neutral regarding
it. He was even asked what was
y Estado antedicho, que todos Administradores, Ejecutores, o Guardianes Wagon Mound's sentiment on

Alfred Kress and wife of Mos
quero were in Roy Sunday call- ling on friends.

The joke is on the Republican
Legislature. The Democrats,
who have no voice in affairs,
made the proposition : Here are
our two party platforms; they
are almost identical; here are
the governor's recommendations
that the platform pledges be fulfilled; let's get busy, frame up
statutes covering all our party
pledges that are mutual, pass
them unanimously, adjourn and
go home. Did it get a hearty

1

)

.

'

AN ANSWER
Continued from page

el

cia, Juan Griego, Tiofilo Garcia, all
sof Mosquero, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior.
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Orders Sale.
"C of
December 22, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
ox bee, 2455, K. K., pursuant to the
application of Rudolph ft Grunig, of
Roy, New Mexico, Serial No. 027355,
wo will offer at public sale, to the
highest bidder, but at not less than
$1.50 per acre, at 10,00 o'clock A. M.,
on tha 15th day of March, 1921, next,
at thi3 office, the following tract of
land: SE4 NE
Sec. 7, T. 18 N.,
R. 25 E., N. M. P. M. "This tract is
ordered into the market on the showing that the greater portion thereof
Í3 Mountainous or too rough for cultivation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
"will 3e declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the .Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

LUMBER - FUEL - HARDWARE

should not the people rule, and
not a few men at Santa Fe say
where the county seat should be?
Is there anything wrong in ask
ing that the whole people have
the say on a matter of this importance? Or should we leave
this matter to this great newspaper reporter who wishes to be so
renowned?
As for Mosquero and her am
bitions, we have only words of
praise for the ambitious town is
the one that makes good. If she
ha3 enough enterprising men in
her community to put through a
new County and cut out the same
trouble we have at Roy (the tra
veling of over a hundred miles
to the bounty seat), we say go
to it, for we are with you in your
ambition, and we know the ma
jority if not all of her progres
sive people are perfectly willing
should the new county be created, to let the people decide on the
County Seat matter. And surely
they will not call on the Roy

correspondent to the Pantagraph
to decide the matter.
All in all, we feel that the
new3 matter aoove reierred to
could have been written in a far
different tone, and no insinuations being needed in the article.
We have no such ill feelings to
ward Wagon Mound, and feel

that Roy and Wagon Mound
should try and build closer mu- -

ooer
1

ver

Where your dollar does its duty.

ual relations which would be to
their own interest, than to try
and antagonize each other thru
their newspapers.
n
The
is for
good, clean news news that will
upbuild and not tear down communities, and it is our intention
to see that our correspondents
who have special things to say
about a community shall sign
their name to them.
Spanish-America-

THI

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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LIBERTY

PRICES

PRE-WA- R

On U.S.L. Storage Batteries

The worlds best

SPECIAL-WEDNESDA-

Bread-:PiesCakes-Pastri-

Mr. J.W. Woodward

"BATTERY"

is quite

the

On account of the epidemic of
cold in the community a great
many children are out of school
thi3 week.

of battery carry an 8 months
adjustment guarantee.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Smith of Mills

Attention!
Mr. FARMER & STOCKMAN

YOUR SALES
REAL ESTATE
THE AUCTIONEE'

at the

Mr. and

,

New Mexico.

Mills,
Make dates

R-

Spanish-America-

n

Keokuk-Iow-

in-

terest on good Real Estate in eastern
Mora and southern Colfax County.!
See me at the Mills Drug Store.

B.

Mills, N. M.

BUSINESS SOLICITED

of

are visiting their

SURVEYING AND MAPPING

County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of the

Interior. Contests, etc.

TIRES

1922.

Krabbenschmidt
the meentertained
delightfully
Tuesday
club
mbers of the O.K.S.
afternoon.
Mrs. Henry

PRICES
I have rented the mechanical depart-

ment of the Liberty Garage and will
do all kinds of repair work on Autos

Tractors and Engines.
We have reduced the price of labor

to 80c per

hour and we guarantee all work, and
will make good any errors we may
make, without any expense to our patrons Let us fix your motor and be
convinced.

Goodyear
"Service Station"

Viek Ellard writes from Pitts
boro Miss, and encloses $3.00 for
sub. His dates now read Jan. 1st
1923. Thats the way to keep your
sub paid ahead. Who'll be next.

ROY HARNESS SHOP

Quick Service Is Our Motto
J. D. CAMPBELL
Manager

Earl McMinimy went to Tucu
mcari last Tuesday to meet his
aunt Mrs. F. A. Roy who has been
visiting at Frankfort Kans. the
past several weeks.

I
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Let Bagwell fix and recharge
your battery or magneto magnets. J;E. BUSEY C0.Í
'

Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex
Practice in State and F
Courts and
U, S. Land Office

ed-er-

al

General Blacksmith
,

.

and

Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J.

D. Wade,

Prop'r
Mrs. Bowen Tells Hoiv Rats Almost Burned Her House Doivn
"For two months I never went
in our cellar, fearing a rat. One
night in bed I smelled fire. Sure
enough the rat had been nibbling
at the matches. If I hadn't act
ed Dronrotlv mv house would
have been burned.
Later wé.
found the dead rat.
P
killed it. It's great stuff." Three
sizes. 35c. 65c. $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Phar
macy and Koy Trading Co.

FOR SALE A complete naint
consisting of Daints.
outfit,
brushes, easel and in fact every
thing needed to become a first
class painter. See E. B. Branch.
I will sell my entire ranch con
sisting of 2200 acres at $15 per
acre or will sell any part of
my farming land at $20 per acre
one half cash and terms to suit
the purchaser on the balance
write or se- e- F.N.Coldiron.
IVTUn yvuv
iviaivc

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store

i i easy on
r uru sian
T71

mornings;let Bagwell recharge the magneto ;very little expense J.E.Busey Co.
cold

FOR

SALE

A

Chevrolet

touring car, just overhauled and
in perfect condition. Will sell at
a bargain for cash, or on terms.
Edgar J. Floersheim.
Take out a DeLaval

Cream

Separator and try it free for two
weeks.Easy terms J.E.Busey Co.

A complete line of:

Mrs. J. L. Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Hayes and baby are visiting
relatives and friends in and near
Roy this week, and looking after
business matters. We under sta
nd they are considering very seriously of moving back to their
ranch east of town.
An

W.A. Stinebaugh and wife of
Mosquero were trading with Roy
merchants Tuesday.

I
I
1

GOODYEAR TIRES
FORD PARTS
FREE BATTERY SERVICE
&

ROY, NEW MEXICO
Office in FosterBlock

Priced to sell

For Sale; One good Holstein
cow 6 years old and a good milker. Apply at S.A. Office.

Harry Hoskins traveling salesman for the Morey Mer.Co. was
looking after his Roy trade the
first of the week.

FISK

Undertaker
and
Embalmer

TIRES

KD.Bartimus of Mills is a
new reader of the S. A. this week.
Mr. Bartimus is head of the lum
ber dept. of the Wilson Co.

Edd Fuller was up from Mos
quero last Tuesday and called on
the S.A. while here and made the
date on his paper read the latter
part of 1921. Ed reports everyt
hing at our sister town to the
south as being quiet.

1

Mosquero, N. M.

I.C.DODDS

Tires

Orrin Kirby returned from
Elmer Okla Tuesday and is call
ing on old time friends in the
Pleasant View neighborhood.

PRE-WA- R

Pioneer Garage

RAT-SNA-

The School kiddies are having
a vacation this week, on account
of the Scarlet fever scare. ,

J.H.ROY

from$1.00

YO'UR

Guy Hayes and wife were ple
asant callers at the S. A. Wednesday. While here they made the
date on their paper readJan.lst

MONEY TO LOAN

Dr. O. B. Moon,

All matters entrusted to us dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
veru reasonable charaes.

daughter Mrs. J.M.Ames.

office.

Plenty of it at a reasonable rate of

Mrs. J.W, Ward

I

INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taxes etc.
CKKTIFIKD
copies of any recorded instruments furnished
RHCORDINO
attended to, Deeds, Mortgages etc.
NOTARY WORK of all ki.ids executed.

Wm Baum and son A. E.Baum
had the dates on their paper ch
anged to a year in advance.

MARTIN WHITE

I

IDEAL BAKERY AND
CONFECTIONERY

FOR SALE; 320 acre farm
about 10 miles east of Roy very
good house and other improvem
ents. Apply V.H. EHard.
Pittsboro Miss.

I am prepared to auctioneer

--

"

Messrs Harry Stuart and Trahave returned t from
Albuquerque. The boys hopeful
to find employment to help them
defray their expenses but were
unable to do so, and their board
and expenses were so exorpitant
in the face of hard times they W. R. Copien, V ice President
Philip N. Sanchez, Secretary
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
felt "there was no place like
TAXES AND COUNTY
ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK.
WORK.
home" They report the R.R.
shops have laid off 465 men in
MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Albuciuerque in the past 30 days
INCORPORATED.
and the place was full of idle men
Complete indexes to all lands.
and every place along the way
ABSTRACTS
compiled to all lands in Mora County.
,'
was about the same.
of parties living outside of state attended to.
TAXKS

The U. S. L. Service Station

Ask the roan who owns one.
Free booklet on request.

1

cy Mitchell

ANDERSONS

I
j

ON

PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY-INSI- ST
' BREAD MADE IN ROY

were visitors at the W. R. Holmes
home Saturday evening.

Magnetos repaired and
Magnets recharged

I
4

sick list last week.

U S L Repairs on any make

es

VITE HAVE a Baker who can and does bake all
'V kinds of Bread, Pies, Cakes and Pastries.
Come in and see, we bake daily, and if we are not
baking what you want, we will bake it. We solicit
your orders for Pastries and we make a specialty of
baking Cakes for Parties. Weddings, etc.

at this time.
Mrs. Geo. Lucas was on

1

CREAM PUFFS

er Barks.
ill

I
I

AND SATURDAYS

YS

Mrs. Robert Day of SantaFe is
visiting her daughter Mrs. Hom-

,

What do you 1
think oi those 1
1
smart little
"MAXWELLS" I

I

Mrs. H.L.Russell of Roy visited her daughter Mrs. W.R.Holmes last week.

Drugs, Patent and Proprietory Medicenes
Perfumes, Toilet Articles and Stationary
Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars
and Tobaccos, Okeh Records, Kodaks and
Eastman Supplies.

."

FOR SALE
400 acres near Mosquero. Will
sell for $25.00 per acre if taken
at once. 130 acres in wheat and

all goes at this price.
See the S. - A. if interested.

For Sale or Trade One Smith
k
with
d
transmission. Good cab and
body. Will take used Ford in
on trade. Call H. F. Brown,
French, N. M.
?orm-a-Truc-

te

Soda Fountain
All

the Popular Drinks and Ices.

Hot Drinks in season.

four-spee-

"The Farmer's Worst Enemy
Rats.
The Farmer's Best
Friend-Rat-Sna-

News Stand jAU the latest Magazines

and daily papers

p."

These are the words of James
Baxter, N. J. : "Ever since I
P
tried
I have always
kept it in the house. Never fails.
P
Used about $3.00 worth of
a year and figuxe it saves
me about $300 in chicks, eggs
P
is conand feed.
venient, just break up eake, no
mixing with other food." Three
sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Rey Trading Co.'
,
RAT-SNA-

Established 1908

RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA-

Dr. M D. Gibbs, Proprietor

-

THE

DENVER

Feel All Worn Out?

business DinecToar

HOME OF THE COLE
ALWAYS

Write

Us

THE

II EST

IN USED CARS.

íor Complete Information.
Buy by Mail,

m.t

BROADWAY

CHARLES. Hair and Beauty
Sixteenth Street, Denver,
Colorado.
PROF.
hop.

41Ü

Theatrical.
Win.
829 15th Si., Dmrer.

ilAIR GOODS, Switches.
wigs, toupees,
Transformations,
Mai) ordrrs; giiarautced
prices.
rholusale
satisfaction,
Castello'i Hair Store. 626 15th St.

OTJpiC
lory

work

Bepaired;

returned

our

Repair Factory,
Champa.

KI.OWK.KK

Park Floral

work

delircred

anywhere

Eastern Shoe
Yellow Front, 1653

FOR Al.l, OCCASIONS.
Co., 1643 Broadway.

PARLORS. Hair Goods by
Millicent Hart Co., 721 15th St.

HKA.UTY

mail.

JEWELRY CO. Diamond, watches. Bilverware. Out town
orders careful attention Eat. 1873.
ROIIM-ALLF-

N

ASKS

A Wyoming Case

LAWS TO REGULATE
PACKERS.

Live Stock Convention Goes on Record
at Last.
El Paso, Tex. The American National Live Stock Association adopted
a resolution recommending enactment
by Congress of "constructive federal
legislation regulating the packers, commission men and traders."
Neither the Gronna bill, now pending in the United States Senate, nor
the Anderson bill, pending in the
House of Representatives, was Indorsed in name, although debate on the
convention floor on the report of the
resolutions committee centered about
the Gronna bill.
During this debate Fred H. Bixby
of Long Beach, Calif., one of the principal advocates of an Indorsement of
the. Gronna bill, explained that he had

consented, In the resolutions committee, to have the words, "as set forth
In the Gronna bill" eliminated from the
Indorsing resolution "for the sake of
harmony and unity."
k
United States Senator John B.
of Wyoming, president of the asKen-dric-

Colorado
was
Springs was unanimously selected for
the next annual convention, after Los
Angeles and Phoenix, Ariz., had withdrawn. The date for the next convention will be set by the executive
committee.
Senator Kendrlck's election was not contested.
The only part of the resolutions
committee's report that was contested
was the section dealing with packer
legislation, and that section was adopted as reported by the resolutions com-

rienarixson,
Wyo., says:
"I was doing very
heavy work and a
lot or bending over.
My back ached so
badly at night I
couldn't rest well,
and when I arose
mornings It pained
My kidneys
me.
acted too freely for
a long time. I used
Doan's Kidney
Fills and they
brought me positive relief."
Cot Daaa't I Aay Star. 60c a Bos
J.

xí.

Cody,

DOAN'S "AUVT.
CO, BUFFALO. N.

FOSTER-MTLBUR- N

Bad Stomach
Sends Her to Bed
for 10 Months

Eatoulo Cots Her Up I
"Over a year ago," says Mrs. Dora
Williams, "I took to bed and for 10
months did not think I would live.
Eatonlc helped me so much I am now
up and able to work. I recommend it
highly for stomach trouble."
Eatonlc helps people to get well by
taking up and carrying out the excess

acidity and gases that put the stomach
out of, order. If you have, Indigestion,
sourness, heartburn, belching, food repeating, or other stomach distress,
take an Eatonlc after each meal. Big
box costs only a trifle with your drug
"'st's guarantee.

sociation,

,

mittee.

,

E. .A. Amnions, former governor of
Colorado, Introduced an amendment to
the packer legislation resolution providing that regulation of the packers
should be "by law" Instead of by a
commission, as contemplated under
the Gronna bill, and providing that
such legislation cover ail branches of
the industry, Including transportation,
marketing, manufacturing and. distri-

Constipation
Is Relieved
Prompt Permanent Relief
CARTER'S LITTLE
rarely fail. Purely
vegetable
act
surely but gent
ly on the liver.

LITER

PILLS

CARTER'S

Relieve after

dinner dis- re- tresa
lieve indiges- -

A
J

ITTLE

PILLS

tion; improve the complexion brighten
the eyes.
SmaQ Pill Small Dose Small Price

ASPIRIN

Mary Garden Assumes Dual Role.
Chicago. Mary Garden, American
grand opera star, has been elected
general director of the Chicago Opera
Association at a meeting of the executive committee. Miss Garden will have
general charge of the affairs of the
Chicago Opera Association, both artistic and executive. Miss Garden, It
was announced, will continue to appear as an artist of the company and , Warning! Unless you see the name
therefore assumes a dual role as gen- "Bayer" on package or on tablets you
eral director and artist
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Gompers Waves Peace Wand.
only as told In the Bayer
The outstandng fact in the Congress Take Aspirin
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralof the
Federation of gia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Labor has been the evident desire on Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
g

American Captain Held by Reds.
Capt. Enimett Kilpat-rlck- ,
Washington.
American Red Cross worker, who
was reported last November to have
been killed by the Bolshevists, Is In
jail at Moscow, advices to the State
Department said.1 It was added that
he was captured last Oct. 29 while engaged In relief work along the front
occupied by the Wrangel forces In the
Crimea.

Frame Bonus Bill.
A bonus of $15 for each month of
service rendered by Colorado men and
women during the World war, Is proposed In a bill before the Colorado
Legislature. Under this plan $3,000,000
will be given to Colorado veterans.
The measure declares that It is not
the Intention that It shall be construed
as a bonus or special privilege, but
rather as a testimonial to meritorious
service, and an Indication that those
who go to the defense of their country
will De liberally rewardec

News
GUT DOWN WASTE

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
Aspirin Is the
sell larger packages.
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcycacid.
Adv.
A man's shady past will not benefit
him much In the good old summer time.

Always in Style
Good health is always in style,
It matches any color you wear.
It fits into any kind of politics
and any kind of religion. Good
health comes from good blood
If your blood is out of order-tak- e
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. You need it if your
food doesn't sit right in the stomach, if you are run down, if you
can't sleep well, if you tire easily,
if you are out of sorts. Take it
have good health and be happy
just as so many others do. Send
10c to Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel
Buffalo, N. Y., if you want, a
large trial package..
Deep-Seat-

ed

Coughs

develop serious complications if neglected.
remedy that
Uet an old and time-trie- d
kaa given satisfaction for añore than fifty years

wm

INDUSTRIAL
BEFORE

For Infants and Children.

WASTE IS SUBJECT
AMERICAN ENGI-

Mothers Know That

NEERING COUNCIL.
(Western

Nemptpw Union

News

Senlct.)

The new east side school at Clovis,
N. M., to be known as the Eugene
Field building, has been opened and
will have a capacity of 050 pupils.
It costs the New Mexico mounted
police force more than $200 for every
arrest that Is made, according to figures just made public for the recent
biennial period.
Intercession of the Mexican government failed to cause the Arizona State
Board of Pardons and Paroles to commute, to Ufe Imprisonment the sentence of Pedro Domínguez.
The conviction of Jacob A. Llndsey
on the charge of bigamy In the District Court In McKlnley county, New
Mexico, has been affirmed by the Supreme Court.
S. D. Davis, Jr., of San Miguel county, New Mexico, left for Washington
with the vote of the New Mexico presidential electors, cast for Harding and
Coolidge.
The oit situation In Union county,
New Mexico, which ,for some time has
been dormant, again looks brighter and
all of the wells will be drilling In the
next sixty days.
The New Mexico Automobile Show,
the second event of the kind to be held
.In Santa Fé, will be held March 3, 4
and 5. All dealers have taken up the
proposition enthusiastically and many
outsiders will participate.
Albert H. Clancy, representative of
the district of Santa Fé, Guadalupe
and Torrance, Is the speaker of the
New Mexico House. The Republican
caucus supported his candidacy, 18 to
14.

Genuino Castoria
STRIKES

CAUSE

CONSERVATION

OF LABOR 1$ BIG
FACING WORLD

QUESTION

'

LOSS
tmg1heSwMdsailBHi

TODAY.

rtuAKitisc and
(

Western Newspaper Union Newi Benioe.

)

"Mineral

New York, Jan. 17. A nation-widmovement to conserve labor and stop
industrial waste has been started by
Herbert Hoover and ids assistants In
the American Engineering Council of
the Federated American Engineering
A committee on the elimiSocieties.
nation of waste In Industry has been
formed and will work with labor organizations, chambers of commerce
and other organizations to bring about
working conditions and to promote
harmonious relations between employer and employés.
To offset the loss to the world of
millions of men through the ravages
of war Is the task of the industrial
engineer, says a statement Issued by
L. W. Wallace of Baltimore, vice chairman of this committee, called by Mr.
Hoover one of the most Important Instruments through which the engineers
of America will carry out a
program of public service.
"This loss does not. affect the present, but future for generations to come
will realize the loss of these men and

Always
Bears the
Signature
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Literally Speaking.
Alcoholic Anthology..
"Did you ever see any sense to that
"Not worth a darn I see no sense
their potential prosperity," the Industrial engineer must devise said Mr. old song, 'Drink to 'Me Only With In that expression."
"It applies sometimes to socks." ,
"To offset this loss, the in- Thine Eyes?' "
Wallace.
"I never did," answered Uncle Bill
dustrial engineer must devise new
plans, new methods and new equip- Bottletop. "Nobody I ever knew In the
old days was satisfied to say, 'Here's
ment.
"To offset this loss, the engineer lookln' at you' without the customary
Washington Star.
must give consideration to devising accompaniment."
means of using that large army of
industrial handicaps, men and women,
WHY DRUGGISTS RECORD
who, through accident or through
of the laws of nature, are lackSWAMP-ROO- T
ing In some essential faculty of sense.
job
of work
A close analysis óf the
6 Bell-an- s
to be done In modern Industry will
For many years druggists have watched
Hot water
disclose that in the modern Industrial with much interest the remarkable record
Swamp-RooRelief
Sure
by
Kilmer's
Dr.
plant there Is an opportunity for men maintained
and women with every sort of handi- the great kidney, liver and bladder mediLL-AN- S
cap Imaginable, to do successfully cine.
prescription.
physician's
is
a
It
FOR INDIGESTION
some piece of work. It Is the duty and
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening mediresponsibility of the engineer to re- cine.
helps the kidneys, liver and bladIt
ARE YOU A
lieve Industry and society of such ex- der do the work nature intended they
pense and loss, by making It possible should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
for men, however handicapped, to find
has stood the test of years.
Kansas City, Kans. "Some
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
useful employment.
ago I suffered with weakness
"The strike is a very large source and it should help you. No other kidney time
has so many friends.
woman b
and
of waste of human labor. " Millions, 1 medicine
and start trouble. I would
Be sore to get Swamp-Roo- t
many
ol
millions
do not know how
treatment at once.
suffer such pain
hours of labor, are lost each year . However, if you wish first to test this and distress that
through strikes. All of this loss could great preparation send ten cents to Dr. I would, have to
be conserved If the strike could be Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for s give up. I was
bottle. When writing be lurs and
entirely eliminated, but we do not sample
nearly a nervous
mention this paper. Adv.
believe that this will ever come to
wreck when I
pass.
heard of Doctor
The Inevitable Tune.
"In recent weeks we have henrd
Favorite Pre"Daddy," pleaded the sweet young
much about the efficacy of Industrial thing, "can I have an automobile?
scription for
ol
democracy, of shop committees,
women. I began taking: it and;
You can buy one for a song."
Senate and House plans, of collective
"Yes," grunted her harassed parent, just three bottles completely cured!
bargaining, and of ponnceas for all "and I know what that song will be
me of all this condition. I have)
labor problems. During the same pe- 'Over the Hills to the Poorhouse.'" never had any return of these ail--'
mente. I can recommend 'Favorit
riod we have had striking examples
American Legion Weekly.
ite Prescription' to women who
of the Inadequacy of all these plans.
suffer." Mrs. Olltb Dearingek,
Industrial democracy Is a mlsnomei
Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp
unless fairly and honestly applied. On retiring gently rub spots of dan- No. 2829 May St. All druggists.
Collective bargaining is a great dangei druff and Itching with Cuticura OintPARKER'S
If wrongly applied and Is used as an ment.
Next morning shampoo with
BALSAM
HAIR
power."
of
autocratic
instrument
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make
Color and
Kaetorae
them your every-da- y
toilet preparations
Baaoty la Gray and Fadad HaU
oe.
ana
Wet Order Admits Women.
uniirffiaw.
ai.wai
white
and have a clear skin and soft,
mwii Cbera. W a Pmtchogue, W. T.
Milwaukee, Wis. The first nationa hands. Adv.
.
HINDERCORNS
'
convention of the Order of Camels,
loaaes, ta., opa all iwla. taiuraa comfort (o to
drawing-roodemany
Too
Ita.
smiles
avail
or at Dnf
bj
walking
raw?.
nuikea
Int,
prohibiago
combat
year
to
a
founded
gis la. BimzCauloalWerka,rat04Wgaa,I(.Z.
J
tion Influences, voted to admit women teriorate Into kitchen frowns.

The Copper Belt Silver and Copper
Mining Company at Magdalena, N. M.,
reports another rich silver ore strike
in the drift at the
level, some
of the ore carrying as much as 1,500
ounces of silver to the ton.
Sixty splendid cavalry horses, accompanied by twenty-threofficers, arrived at the New Mexico Military Institute, which means that the long expected cavalry unit is now a reality.
Complete equipment came with the
horses.
Proposed legislation In Arizona Is
expected to include five measures for
uniform warehouse receipts, bills of
lading, proof of statutes, foreign deposition and vital statistics. An act to
curb "rent profiteers" Is advocated by
Governor Campbell.
Sweeping changes are sought In New
Mexico's taxation and assessment system, centralizing it in a commission of
Three members. Abolition of State Corporation Commission, the mounted police force and the State Insurance
commission also advocated.
Land office may be reorganized under commission of three.
The development work on the new
Irrigation project at the Storrie dam
near Las Vegas, N. M., Is progressing
rapidly and the extra ten feet on the
dam will soon be completed. The increase In the height of the dam will
Increase the storage capacity to 37,000
acre feet and the engineers in charge
expect to have all the work completed
in time to catch the spring rains.
Following filing of a suit by. J. It.
3oIl, giving his residence as
Arizona
the Consolidated
Smelting Company of Humboldt, Ariz.,
us defendant, and asking appointment
of a receiver, It was announced that
upon application of F. S. Vlele. a receiver for the company had been
named by the United States District
Court at Tucson. G. M. Colvocoresses,
general manager of the company, was
appointed receiver.
td membership.
126 MAMMOTH JACKS
I bars a bargain for ron, coma quick
Every man pays for what he gets
A large posse of peace officers and
1 DeCLOW'8
W.
JACK flaVM
either in scorn or
Cadar Baplda, Iowa
irmed citizens followed Mike Burns,
Chicago Gains on Crime Wave.
in Apache Indian, noted In Arizona as
Chicago. Chief of Police Fltzmor
i trailer, and a pack of bloodhounds ris, Mayor Thompson, the crime comfrom the state penitentiary in pursuit
of two Mexican bandits who killed mission, the newspapers and an awakErnest Hintze and C. M. Spangler and ened public spirit are producing reprobably fatally wounded H. C. Baber sults In the battle with crime condl
at Tempe, Ariz., after robbing Baber's tlons. Murders have decreased 51 pel
cent, burglaries 10 per cent and robstore.
Arizona's three members of the elec- beries 6 per cent during 1920, as comtoral college met In the office of Gov- pared with 1919. Automobile thefts,
ernor Campbell and voted for Warren however, Increased 35 per cent. These
G. Harding for President and Calvin are the official figures presented by
FOR
AND
Coolidge for vice president. Frank R. Col. Henry Barrett Chamberlln, oper
Stewart, Phoenix, was delegated to de- atlng director of the' Chicago Crime
Colds, Coagh.
La Grippe
liver a certificate of the vote to the Commission.
presiding officer of the United States
Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Senate on or before the fourth Monday
Two Yanks Escape Turks.
Take no chances, Keep this standard remedy handy for the first enaaca.
In January.
relief
New York. Two American
Breaks np a cold in 24 hours Rslisras
Almost complete destruction to the workers, C. H. F. Crathorn of Boston
Grippe in 3 days Excellent for Headache
blacksmith shop, the tool sharpening and Martin L. Weaver of La Junta,
Quinine In this form does not affect the head Cascara is bast Tonic
room and adjoining buildings of Live Colo., who had been virtual prisoners
Laxativa No Opiata in Hill's.
Oak group of the Inspiration Mining of Turkish Nationalists in Urfa, AsiaCompany near Douglas, Ariz., occurred
tic Turkey, since last August, have eswhen flames burst out In the tool caped and now are returning to the
sharpening room and spread to the United States. A cable message reother buildings. It is thought that the ceived at headquarters of the Near
fire started from oil tanks feeding East relief lieex- said that Crathorn
the machinery of the room which was and Weaver made their way safely to
Ignited from one of the furnaces.
Aleppo.
In a conference at Phoenix, Ariz.,
with the State Corporation CommisKeep Flag Used for Drape.
sion, representatives of the Southern
Washington.
flag
The American
Pacific and Santa Fé railroads refused draping the casket of all soldier dead
' So many cases of Rheumatism blood remedy that has been sold by
to make a rate on "cotton seed shipreturned from Europe may be retained
ments equivalent to the one on grain, by the relatives If the body Is sent to
come from a tiny disease germ that druggists for more than hlty years.
S.SiS. acts by driving out of the
but offered a temporary rate 25 per the family home for burial. The flag
Infests the blood, that physicians blood the disease germ that causes
cent higher than the grain rate.
are beginning to realize that this Rheumatism, thus affording real
should not be burled with the body it
The Prescott, post of the American
Is used to drape, but should remain in
source of the disease is becoming relief.
Legion at a meeting resolved to quesBegin taking S.S.S. today and if
quite prevalent. Of course a displace until just before the closing of
tion the post at El Paso, Texas, the funeral. It Is then to be removed.
ease that has its source in the you will write a complete history
blood cannot be reached by local of your case, our medical director
whether It was true, as stated In a This Is the practice at burials at nawill give you expert advice, vrith-oremedies applied to the surface.
newspaper article, that 250 members tional cemeteries and the one which
charge. Address Chief Medical
One remedy that has given splenhad been made members of the police should prevail at other military
did results in the treatment of Adviser, 151 Swift Laboratory, Atreserves of El Paso.
traumatism is S.S.S., the fine old lanta, Ga.

Sure

145-fo- ot

B. Coleman,
Patent Lawyer, Washington,
PATENTS Watson
bution.
D. O AdTlea and book iraa.
After each side had debated for Bataa reasonable. Hishoat reierenoea. BettMrTlaea,
thirty minutes, Amnions, withdrew hU ,
Just So.
amendment, as he said he1 understood
has a barrel of
rich
florist
"That
Dr. J. M. Wilson of McKintey, Wyo.,
money."
wanted to present a miucjity report
"Tes; a regular flower barrel."
from the resolutions committee.
After the Amnions ameudment had
been withdrawn, a vote was called for
on the original resolution and It was
declared carried by an aye and nay
vote. Dr. Wilson then announced that
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
he would not present a minority report.

delethe part of Spanish-speakingates to receive officials assurances
from American delegates that the
American Federation of Labor does
not contemplate exercising dominance
over actions of' smaller labor bodies
body.
belonging to the
All fears apparently have been put
to rest, however, by a statement from
Mr. Gompers, who announced from the
chair that "the American Federation
will do everything possible to guarantee to even the smaller
nation rights of

Southwest

d

your neighbor!

In

eipense.

MOVEMENT TO

Has a cold, grip, or other infectious
disease sapped your strength? Do you
suffer backache, lack ambition, feel dull
and depressed? Look to your kidneys!
Physicians agree that kidney trouble
often results from infectious disease.
Too often the kidneys are neglected because the sufferer doesn't realize they
have broken down under the strain of
filtering
poisons from
the blood. If your back is bad, your
kidneys act irregularly, and you feel all
run down, use Doan't Kidney Pili.
Doan't have helped thousands. A.Bk
disease-create-

PRATT'S COSTUMEIK-Muquer- adt,
Hasta.
Mail orden aoliciud.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Relief

e

mis-carin-

t,

:E

weak noaAii ?

Ohio,-namin-

BaaMTOiDanaml-StopaEIalrraUla-

d

oci--

t.

v

Kill That Cold With
WWv'
OMV1

'

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

-

IT

Look Out for Rheumatism
As Winter Approaches

ut

VA'--

'

I

i

!

Office of

A HOME BANK FOR
'
A BANK:
That can handle your account
correctly arid courteously is not
only a source of .satisfaction,
but is an advertisfemeht for your
v
business.

i

of the

ex-edit- or

is in Roy this week from
Municipal School District of the Mora, visiting friends and takVillage of Roy, 6 Per Cent " ing back a load of household
School Bonds.
cooda foir his new Mora home.
payers of the County of Mora, State
Notice is hereby given : That Mr. Ogden is well pleased with
of New Mexico, that I, the undersign- the undersigned, C. Ernest An- his new location.
ed Assessor in and for Mora County,
will be at rty" Office cn all business derson, Clerk of the Board of
days between the First day of Janu- Education 'of the Village of Roy,
WANTED; Second hand
ary," A. D. 1921 and ths last day of of the State of New Mexico, will
February, A. D. 1921, between the !on Saturday, the 19th day of double disc jjang plow in A
hours of 8.00 a. m. and 5.00 p. m., of
1S21, at. the hour of 1 condition. Address stating
the aforesaid day3, for the purpose February,
of receiving RETURNS on all proper- two o'clock in the aitern,oon of price, P&O or Emerson pre
ty, REAL and PERSONAL in their raid day, at the omeo of1 the ferred. J. li.Uuvall Mosquero.
RESPECTIVE SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
in Roy, Mora
Under the Laws of the State of New County, New Mexico offer for
Rocindo Rodriguez is a new
Mexico it is made the duty of each
n
property ovr.er to return a List of all sale and sell at public auction to reader of the
We knew Rocindo
his property, both REAL and PER- .the highest and best bidder, for this week.
SONAL on or before the Last day of cash, $50,000 school bonds of the couldn't get along without the
February, and those FAILING to do municipal school district of the paper, neither could he 'keep
so WITHIN the time SPECIFIED will
Roy, of the State of house without it..
be assessed by me and a penalty of 25 Village of
per cent will ds imposed additional by New Mexico, bearing six per
Henry Garms, manager of the
ma. The Law requires me to PEN centum interest per annum, pay
ALIZE EVERY PROPERTY OWN- able
said bonds Farmers Mill and elevator at SoER WHO FAILS to return his properdenominations of lano, was a pleasant caller at the
ty as above stated. In view of the being of the
n
March 1st,
dated
office la;t
each,
$500
fact that
be impossible for
.'
.
me to fix a value upon all articles of 1921, due March 1, 1951, re- Monday.
PERSONAL PROPERTY returned deemable at the option of the
for taxation unless I were to go from Board of Education at any time
Neis Wetterhus and wife are
housa to house myself and inspect the
after ten years from date. Said rejoicing over the arrival of a
property, which I cannot do.
I shall esteem it a favor if you will, bonds shall not be sold for less little girl on January 8th. We
cents on the dol- should have had this interesting
besides list, your property, fix a value than ninety-fiv- e
upon every article of same, such as lar and accrued interest. Prin- news in last week's paper, but
Wasor.s,- Carriages, Saddles, Harness,
cipal and interest shall be pay- Neis was too proud to tell us, as
Sewing Machines,
Farming Implements, Books, Clocks, Musical Instru- able at a banking house in New he wanted to tell the public himments, Household U0043 and Etc., York city or at the office of the self and beat us to it to several
Etc., and all other personal propérty Treasurer of said Board of Edu- of his, neighbors, but the
not mentioned on the schedule, while cation in Roy, New Mexico, at erican
will give the news
listing said property. The values on
holders. Bids to the public anyway. Dr. Self
Live stock will be fixed by the State the option of the
Tr:: Commission and the value of will be received for the whole or reports all concerned doing
1 r.r.iis will be fixed by the County any part of said bonds, and the
Eo.ird of Equalization, but vou are undersigned reserves the right
required to give the FULL VALUE of to reject any and all bids. The
PHOTOS- - Until further notice
your Improvements, also the number
of acres of land and a FULL LIST of bonds shall be sold for cash, fif I will have my studio open on
th! number, of Livestock of all teen per centum to be paid at the
This will greatly facilitate time the bid is accepted and the Saturdays and Mondays of each
KINDS.
trie wcrü 01 tms ottice and will Help balance on the delivery of the week only.
,
t
very materially in bringing up the
uncondt
be
B:d3
must
bonds.
to
Mail
work
kodak
us.
your
total of the Assessed valuation of the
property in this County. I am en tioral.- K a bidder desires to L, E. DEUBLER
deavorir.3- to make a3 good a show-ir- Tcr.d a t:d . by mail, he must
PHOTOGRAPHER
r.3 possible in Tax matters for this '.rc.::r.mit
if..;
certified
year, and I feel that I cannot do this
oí
centum
successtuily unless 1 have your valu check for fifteen pel'
. Once To Every Woman
in the matter of the amount of the bid.
able
The assessed valuation of said Dorothy Phillips greatest
listing yours and other property.
I am endeavoring to see that NO municipal school district is
play will be at the Roy ThePROPERTY ESCAPES TAXATION
except this issue
and
Saturday,
that should be on the TAX ROLLS.
of atre Friday and
I will appreciate it as a PERSONAL of bonds and another issue
municipal school Jan. 21&22 .Dancd after the
FAVOR to me if you will let me know S7,500.00r-saiof any property ' in your Vicinity district has no other indebted- show Saturday evening.
which has not been assessed.
ness, either bonded or otherwise.
No Schedule will be ACCEPTED
A. J. Burleson is a" new reader
Dated this 18th day of JanuEY THE ASSESSOR unless it conn
this
of the
tains a COMPLETE and CORRECT ary, 1921,
week., Mr. Burleson is one of
DESCIPTION of REAL ESTATE,
C. ERNEST'ANDERSON,
and also the NUMBER of livestock
tfie big stockmen of the
and other personal property.
neighborhood.
Clerk.
Upon your failure to comply with

Room 9, First Nat'l
Bank BId&,

i

East Las Vegas,

.

j

,

semi-annuall-

I am now fully equipped to do

-

be convinced.
your "OILS" and greases for summer work, wc handle only
the best in this line.

Now is flic limero buy

.i

bia

:

Spanish-America-

.

'
Wm. BRASHE
ARS
"!'

Pasa-mon-

I
j.

'

the above request, this office will be
justified in filing your schedule by information or otherwise and a PENALTY of 25 per cent will be added
for your failure to make your rstum.
'
Respectfully,
THOS. McGRATH,
Assessor. Mora County, N. Ml

(

P

"

;

AUCTIONEER
Mills, NML

y,

h

this work, give me a trial and

Róy, New Mexico.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

Spanish-America-

rienced vulcanizar

'

New Mexico

Spanish-America-

Have your Vulcanizing
work done by a expe-

í

,

n,

Spanish-Am-

Tire and Tube Vulcanizing, Oils and Greases

ATTORNEY
AT LAW

i

Soanish-America-

ank o K y

i- t-

Elmer E. Veeder

I

This institution offers all the
facilities and accomodations
consistant with good banking
and welcome your business.

i

Irvin Ogden
S-- A,

.;

HOME PEOPLE

?

r;

$5o,ooft

THOMAS McCRATH
Aeacssor of Mora County, Now Mexico.
TAXPAYER TAKE. NOTICE:
Notice is hsreby ivsn to all 'tax

'

Ex-Sheri-

Truiillo rf Ma

ff.

quero was a business visitor in
Roy the latter part of the week.

Mary Hern lefi for Glen Rio,
New Mexico, last Saturday,
where she has a nice position
awaiting her.
Wanted to buy a good cheap
saddle address: Box 183 Roy N.M.
Mr. Scl Floersheim, president
of the Floersheim Merc. Co.
made a business triD to Tnr.nm- cari lást Saturday and returned;
tne ioiiowing day.
HEY! $700 Cash will take my
Equity in 200 acres of land m
Union County and located in the
N.E.1-4- ,
the S.W.1-- 4 and the
S.E.1-of Sec.l,Twp.21 N.R. 28
E. N.M. P.M. Balance of $1900
due the state in 26 years.
Enquire at the S. A.Of fice.
4

If it isn't one thing, its another. This time it is scarlet
tpf irruí
nnrl
féver.. Beware
n..wt rlii'
J UMi
children nlav in and hear whern
there is such a case on hand.
w

W

:

We are still at the same old stand, and always

FOR SALE:, Comí Cane '.hitv
$10. per ton last years crop call
on Spanish American.

P

te

Dates at this office.

reaay to greet you witn a smile,

Have you seen the fine window
decorations at the Floersheim
Mercantile Co.? They are very
attractive, and prove that Mr.
FJavell, the decorator, is an artist in his line of work.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Miss Thelma Tipton, a trained
nurse from Albuquerque, has
been visiting friends in and near
Roy for the past week. While
here she assisted at the Plumlee
Hospital at different times. Mrs.
Tipton left for Watrous the first
of the week, where she will visit
relatives a few weeks before returning to her duties at Albu-

The Ford One Ton Truck is serving business
as faithfully and economically as docs the
Ford Touring Car serve all the people faithfully
and economically. The Ford Truck is a necessity to the grocer both in delivering goods and
in bringinggoods from the stations, docks and
from the country. It is an ider.l motor car
because there isn't a want of the farmer or
business man that it doesn't supply in the way
of quick transportation at a minimum expense.
Come in, examine the Truck, and let us talk
over the subject.

just

V

querque.

We have no specials,
Just a "SQUARE" deal every da

.

Mark W.oods of the Bradley
neighborhood was trading with
Roy merchants last Saturday.

Jim Pritchard, one of our
hustling carpenters, left for
Mora Thursday, where he 'has a
lot of carpenter work awaiting

BECK MOTOR CO,

him.

Í

M. P. Fields, representing the
Advance Rumley machine works,
was in Roy the first of the week
assisting their local agents, the
Anderson Machine Works, in the
sale of the famous Oil Pull trac- tors. While here they had excel-- 1
lent success in their work, andj
have a fine outlook for a fine line
of sales this summer and fall.

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY CO.

-

WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY WEEK.

By Charles Sughroe

MICKlEt THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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